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1.

Analyse the role of M.K.Gandhi as a popular leader in the
Non-Cooperation and Civil disobedience movements. Did he
restrain popular initiatives?

APPROACH
 Write about Gandhi’s way of gathering masses
 Write about Gandhi’s role in Non-Cooperation
 Write about Gandhi’s role in Civil Disobedience movement.

Intro:


The most significant event that unfolded in Indian politics in 1919 was the rise
of Mahatma Gandhi.



Gandhi's emergence on the Indian political scenario inaugurated the third
phase of Indian Nationalism, during which the country witnessed the launch of
a number of nationalist movements under his leadership.



His unique political ideologies that basically represented an extension of his
spiritual doctrines revolutionized Indian politics and played a major role in
awakening the political consciousness of the masses.



The National Movements launched under Gandhi's aegis gave expression to his
celebrated political ideologies like satyagraha and ahimsa, and saw the country
unifying to fight the single cause of India's independence.



The three important milestones of India's pre independence history, namely the
Non-Cooperation Movement, the Civil Disobedience Movement and the Quit
India Movement, were launched and gathered momentum under the
leadership of Mahatma Gandhi.

Non Cooperation Movement:


Gandhi urged the Congress to launch a Non-Cooperation Movement on three
issues, which were;
i.

Redressal of the wrongs committed in Punjab that entailed the Jallianwala
Bagh massacre and the atrocities related to the marital laws,

ii.

The Khilafat wrong and

iii. Accomplishment of swaraj.
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In September, 1920, a special session of the Congress, presided by Lala Lajpat
Rai was convened at Calcutta that sought to approve the scheme. Several
legislations were passed by the delegates, wherein the British government was
criticized and condemned for its incapability of protecting innocent lives in
Punjab and failing to keep its promise in the Khilafat issue.



In one of the resolutions, it was declared by the Congress that the people of
India had no other option but to approve and endorse the non violent, noncooperation policy inaugurated by Gandhi, till the wrongs were rectified and
swaraj established.



The Non-Cooperation resolution garnered mixed responses. Pt. Motilal Nahru
and Anil Ali Brothers supported the resolution, whereas Mrs Annie Besant, Pt.
Malaviya and Shri C. R Das vehemently opposed.



They feared that large scale mass action against the British government would
lead to violence on a wide scale, as occurred during Rowlatt satyagraha.
In December 1920, at the Nagpur Congress, the resolution on Non-Cooperation
was repeated again. This session garnered greater support in favor of the
resolution. The Congress redefined the resolution as the procurement of Swaraj
by the use of peaceful and legitimate means.



According to Gandhi, swaraj meant establishment of self rule within British
Empire with complete freedom to secede any time.



The program and policies of the Non-Cooperation Movement that was adopted
at the special session of the Congress in Calcutta and restated at the Nagpur
session included; promotion of swadeshi and boycott of foreign made articles,
surrender of honorary posts and titles, rejection of official Durbars, progressive
rejection by lawyers of British courts, boycott of elections appointing new
Councils, refusal by clerks and soldiers to serve in Mesopotamia and boycott of
Government run and state assisted schools.



Gandhi played an active role in propagating the policies and programs of the
Non-Cooperation Movement throughout the country. He along with other
loyalists toured around the country in a bid to gather public support and
mobilize the masses in favor of the movement.



Following the persuasion of Gandhi to withdraw from state institutions and join
national schools, several students left their schools. This period also witnessed
the coming into being of numerous national educational institutions for the
benefit of the students.



In contradiction to the approach of non violence championed by Mahatma
Gandhi, the Non-Cooperation Movement sparked off an incident of mob
violence in Chauri Chaura in the United Provinces. A few police constables were
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killed, following an attack of a police outpost on February 5th, 1922.
Disillusioned by this incident, Gandhi called for the suspension of the
movement in 1922.

Civil Disobedience Movement:


As the British Government did not show any interest in providing meaningful
political concessions to Indians, Gandhiji decided to start the Civil Disobedience
Movement.



On 2th March 1930, Gandhiji wrote his famous letter to Lord Irwin, the Viceroy
of India, narrating the evils of the British rule, He also communicated the
decision to launch the ‘Satyagraha’ campaign by manufacturing salt at Dandi, a
village on the sea coast of Gujarat, in case his eleven point demands were
turned down by the Government.



Some of these demands were
i.

abolition of salt tax,

ii.

reduction of the land revenue,

iii. reduction of military expenditure
iv. expenditure on civil administration,
v.

imposition of custom duty on foreign cloth,

vi. release of all political prisoners, and
vii. prohibition of intoxicants etc.


When Lord Irwin did not pay any attention to his demands and warned him of
the consequences of his action, Gandhiji was left with no alternative but to start
the Civil Disobedience Movement.



On March 12, 1930, Gandhiji led a march from his Sabarmati Ashram with his 78
followers and reached the sea at Dandi on 5th April 1930. The distance covered
was 241 miles. There was tremendous enthusiasm among the people during the
march. On the morning of 6th April Gandhiji and other ‘Satyagrahis’ prepared
salt as an instance of braking the Salt Law. In response to Gandhiji’s call for Civil
Disobedience, the people of India in large number took part in the movement.



Mostly the activities of the ‘Satyagrahis’ were taking out processions, holding
of meetings, boycotting of foreign goods, withholding payment of and
revenue, picketing before the liquor shops, violating restraint orders,
distributing leaflets among the people, celebrating national weeks etc..
Thousands of women also came out of their homes to participate in the
movement and even did not fear of imprisonment. The imperialistic
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government was made alarmed. The people who first doubted the very
approach of Gandhi that a small object like salt could not be an issue of a
national movement, now were forced to change their opinion.


Government resorted to severe repression. Mass arrests, torture, firing, lathi
charges and police excesses became common incidents. The Congress was
outlawed and nearly ninety thousand people were put behind the bar. On
5th May 1930, Gandhiji and other top leaders of Congress were imprisoned.
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2. Why did the revolution in Russia occur in 1917 and not
earlier?

APPROACH
 Write about series of events responsible for revolution in 1917
 Write about the causes of Russian Revolution 1905, effect of world war I which
led to Revolution in 1917
 Write about Causes of Russian Revolution in 1917

Intro:


The Russian revolution plays a vital role in World history which had a huge
impact not only on Russia but also in other regions as well. It led to the
formation of the Soviet Union later which was the first socialist state of the
world.



The Russian revolution took place in the year 1917 when the angry workers and
peasants raised their voices against the autocratic rule of Czars which was
ended with the formation of the new government headed by Vladimir Lenin.



Russian Revolution, also called Russian Revolution of 1917, two revolutions in
1917, the first of which, in Februaryoverthrew the imperial government and the
second of which, in October, placed the Bolsheviks in power.

The Revolution of 1905


The industrial revolution came to Russia with a lot of changes such as social and
political.



The population was increasing in urban cities such as St. Petersburg and
Moscow. Such an increase in the population was becoming a problem for the
country due to the limited food supply because of the economic crisis and
mismanagement and costly wars.



Due to the shortage of food supply and present conditions, the people
marched towards the Winter Palace of Nicholas II on Jan 22, 1905. Luckily, he
was not there and he ordered not to shoot at the crowd but due to some
miscommunication his orders were ignored and the troops fired on the crowd.
This event is known as the Bloody Sunday Massacre. This even fueled the
Russian revolution of 1905.



The workers went into a number of strikes which were further deteriorating the
Russian Economy. Nicolas agreed to bring reforms which were known as
October Manifesto but later he dissolved the Russian Parliament. Nothing
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specific or significant brought out of this revolution of 1905 but the massacre
sparked the angry people more.

Effects of World War I:


Russia not have a modernized army at that time, World war I was disastrous for
Russia.



Germany seized the Important regions of Russia which led to more shortage of
food supply and led to more economic problems.



Tsar Nicholas II himself took part in the war and left his wife to take care of the
government. But the Russian population hated her for being of German
heritage.



A lot of Russian people lost faith in the government which was seen as a
revolution in the coming years.

Causes of the Russian Revolution


The situation in Russia at that time was the major cause of the Russian
revolution. There were several reasons for these unbalanced situations which
are mentioned below which help you to understand what caused the Russian
revolution:



The shortage of food supply, effects of Blood Sunday, and world war I on
Russia and its economy and society were some of the major reasons for this
revolution



Autocracy was one of the major reasons that led to this revolution. Czar
Alexander II became famous in Russia when some reforms were brought by
him. But the successors after him became very autocratic such as Czar
Alexander III and Czar Nicholas II.



Czar Alexander III and his son Czar Nicholas II followed the policy called a policy
of Russification of all the systems. Nicholas II declared " One Czar, One Church,
and One Russia ". Only the catholic religion and the Russian language were
introduced as per this policy. Even the Russian language was introduced in nonRussian regions as well such as Poland, Lithuania, Finland, and others. This
policy created big unrest in Russia.



The society of Russia was very unbalanced at that time. It consisted of two
classes namely the rich and the poor. The rich include all the nobles, feudal
lords, and wealthy people whereas the poor class consisted of laborers,
peasants, and serfs, etc. Everyone was annoyed in society. For example, the
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feudal lords lost their lands, political parties lost their powers, and laborers
were pissed off because of low salaries, etc.


A suitable environment of the revolution was created by the rise and activities
of Nihilism which influenced the Russian revolution in 1917. Their main aim was
only to destroy the rule of Czars. Their preachers came to destroy the existing
system of Czars, the social and religious faith, and the creation of a new world.
Their Organisation were doing activities to influence the people against the
Czars and its system.



The industrial revolution also influenced this Russian revolution. Various
Russian workers were involved in the construction of railways of Trans-Siberia
and Trans-Caspain and the construction of these railways led to the
development of various factories and Industries in Russia. The rise of
consciousness among the laborers led to having the dream to get the country
free from the autocratic rule of the Czars.
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3. Explain how Bismarck brought about the Unification of
Germany.

APPROACH
 Write about Bismarck
 His policies - Military, Isolation, elections, war
 View of Historians about Bismark


Otto Von Bismarck was the Prussian Chancellor. His main goal was to further
strengthen the position of Prussia in Europe. Bismarck had a number of primary
aims:
1.

to unify the north German states under Prussian control

2.

to weaken Prussia's main rival, Austria, by removing it from the German
Federation

3.

to make Berlin, not Vienna, the centre of German affairs

4. to strengthen the position of the King of Prussia, Wilhelm I, countering the
demands for reform from the Liberals in the Prussian Reichstag

Military improvements


In the 1850s, Bismarck and Wilhelm I wanted to build up Prussia's army to be
ready if war broke out with the other German states or Austria



To do this they needed to raise money through taxation. The Prussian
Parliament refused to allow money to be raised in this way.



Bismarck ignored the Parliament - he collected money for military reforms
through direct taxation. These reforms included:
1.

an increase in army conscription from two to three years

2.

the introduction of new battle tactics

3.

the introduction of and weapons such as the needle gun

The Congress of Princes 1863


To counter Prussia's growing influence, Austria tried to strengthen its position
in the German Federation.



Since it was the most influential member of the Bund, an increase in the power
of the German Federation would strengthen Austria.
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Bismarck thwarted Austria's plans by insisting on popular elections to the Diet
(the Federation's Parliament). Austria refused and the reforms were discarded.



Bismarck had successfully ruined Austria's plans. Ironically as a defender of the
Liberal nationalists.

Speeches:


Bismarck made numerous speeches in public to rattle the feeling of nationalism
inside the German people. This was done in order to arouse a sense of nation
among people.

Isolation of countries:


He successfully isolated other countries by making them look like aggressors.
He made following efforts for this:
 1st War of Unification (Schleswig-Holstein): The first diplomatic step of
Bismarck was the intervention of the Schleswig-Holstein. These two
duchies were under the Denmark in 1850 by the London Protocol. At this
time the combined army of Austria and Prussia under the leadership of
Bismarck attacked Denmark in 1864. This was the first diplomatic step of
Bismarck against Austria.
 Elections: To counter Prussia’s growing influence, Austria tried to
strengthen its position in the German Federation. Bismarck thwarted
Austria’s plans by insisting on popular elections to the Diet (the
Federation’s Parliament). Bismarck had successfully ruined Austria’s plans.
 2nd War of Unification, 1866 (Austro-Prussian War): Bismarck knew Austria
was a major obstacle to unification. To succeed in his aims, Bismarck
declared war against Austria in 1866. This War led to the defeat of the
neighbouring States of Austria like Bavaria, Saxon etc. and then Austria. To
isolate Austria, Bismarck built up alliances with other major powers- Russia,
France and Italy.
 The Treaty of Prague and formation of Germany: After the Austro-Prussian
War, the ‘Treaty of Prague’ was concluded between Austria and Prussia in
1866. According to this treaty Austria was expelled from Germany. After
the treaty of Prague the formation of Germany was started.

Was Bismarck really that influential?


There is much debate about Bismarck's aims to unify all German states under
Prussian rule.
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Some historians argue that Bismarck only intended to unify the north German
states. According to this opinion:
1.

Bismarck did not begin with a master plan to control all German states

2.

Bismarck actually reacted to and capitalised on political changes in other
German states

3.

strength of nationalist feelings after 1866 led to German unification under
its own steam

4. economic co-operation meant that unification may have happened
eventually anyway
5.


Bismarck made sure that it happened

However, other historians believe that unification would not have happened
without him:
1.

he made sure that the army reforms took place

2.

he successfully isolated other countries by making them look like
aggressors

3.

he made Prussia appear to be the defender of the German states and
protector of their rights
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4. Can the 17th century be called the period of General Crisis in
Europe?

APPROACH
 Define the term General Crisis
 Role of Eric J. Hobsbawm
 Role of Hugh Trevor Roper
 Other scholars view on this statement


The General Crisis is a term used by some historians to describe an alleged
period of widespread global conflict and instability that occurred from the early
17th century to the early 18th century in Europe.



Two essays that appeared in the British journal Past and Present during the
1950s have proved particularly influential. Though based on different premises
and propounding distinct interpretations, both portrayed a systemic Europewide "general crisis" rooted in common economic distress and political unrest
but producing a variety of outcomes.
1. Eric J. Hobsbawm's essay (printed in two parts in 1954, as "The General
Crisis of the European Economy in the Seventeenth Century" and "The
Crisis of the Seventeenth Century, II") addressed the then heated debate
on the transition to capitalism.
By the end of that period, however, the feudal elements fatally obstructed
growth. The ensuing broad and deep "retrogression" created opportunities
for structural change, a possibility realized most completely in England,
where political revolution removed obstacles to profound economic
transformation.
2. Hugh Trevor-Roper (1959; "The General Crisis of the Seventeenth Century")
instead focused on confrontations that pitted the Renaissance fiscal,
political, intellectual, and moral system ("court") against reform-minded
opponents ("country"). This "crisis in the relations between society and the
State" eventually spawned both the Enlightenment and a range of radical,
stabilizing, and indecisive political initiatives.



Rather than a general seventeenth-century movement drawing on common
sources and exhibiting similar patterns, they suggest, a multiplicity of crises
occurred in numerous places at different times. Nor did all social groups
experience crisis: wage-earners, for example, saw their living standards
improve. The gravity of the purported crisis has also been disputed.
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Many Dutch historians minimize the extent of distress faced by the Dutch
Republic during its "Golden Age," and England's economic—as opposed to
political—problems have been presented as relatively mild and short-lived.

Other Scholars:


John Elliott has claimed that the sixteenth century saw more rebellions than
the seventeenth century, and that those occurring in the 1560s were more
severe than in any subsequent decade. Taking a longer view has convinced
some historians, in fact, that crisis was endemic to the early modern period as a
whole rather than uniquely defining any single century.



Paul Hazard's description of intellectual ferment in the years around 1700 and



Roland Mousnier's identification of a broad "century of crisis,"



Theodore Rabb outlines an era of turmoil, insecurity, and uncertainty extending
from the early sixteenth to the mid-seventeenth century that was resolved by
institutional transformation and intellectual reorientation



Hobsbawm proposed that overseas colonies participated in a Europe-centered
crisis and considered the creation of fresh plantations and settlements one of
its crucial effects. But he discussed this "new form of colonialism" only in terms
of markets for manufactures that provided dynamism for metropolitan
European economic growth.



Jack Goldstone holds that a concatenation of government bankruptcies, elite
discontent, and popular rebellions against a background of long-term
demographic pressure and price inflation culminated in "state breakdown" in
absolutist states across Eurasia—including the Ottoman Empire and China as
well as France.



As a result, the outlines of a new interpretation are beginning to appear. It
emphasizes continuities—for example, the acceleration of previously initiated
regional differentiation, agrarian specialization and commercialization, and
ruralization of industry. And, while not denying that significant retrenchment
was forced on states and economies, it highlights concomitant opportunities,
adjustments, and adaptations to new conditions. Thereby it contributes to a
more discriminating understanding of both the significance of the seventeenth
century and the nature of crisis in the early modern world.
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5. Discuss the main objectives of the Foreign policies of
Napoleon.

APPROACH
 Write about Napoleon
 Write about Treaty of Amiens , Mercantile Polity, Policy of interference
 Write about naval power of England and Army organization of France

Intro:


Napoleon who was a born soldier immortalised his name by his military skill. He
had great ambitions in his life; and in order to fulfill them, he moved heaven and
earth.



He adopted a dynamic foreign policy which added a new feather to his cap and
enhanced his greatness.



Napoleon gained grand and splendid victories one after the other and thus
tried to satisfy his ever-growing ambitions.



“He wanted to make France a La Grande Nation of Europe and for this a spirited
and vigorous foreign policy of constant militarism was very essential.”

Treaty of Amiens:


Napoleon was afraid of any interference by England. He, therefore, concluded a
treaty with England known as the Treaty of Amiens to avoid this danger from
England.



Though the Treaty proved very short-lived and lasted for 15 months only, it gave
an opportunity to both the countries, viz., England and France, to improve their
internal conditions. The following causes led to its abrogation.

The Mercantile Polity


Napoleon’s mercantile policy is one of the significant aspects of dynamic
foreign policy. He failed to conquer England on sea and decided to defeat her
as a nation of the traders.



Napoleon in order to tool England’s strong hold on the market of France levied
heavy duties British goods.
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It affected the trade of England adversely. England not expected such a war
from Napoleon after the treaty of Amiens was concluded but she noticed
Napoleon’s staunch determination to harm interests of her trade and
commerce by establishing continental system Napoleon did not achieve
success in his mission and the Treaty of Amiens was scrapped.

Policy of Interference


Though the Treaty of Amiens was concluded, Napoleon did not stop from
interfering in the internal affairs of the European states. He established
republics in some countries and posted his armies there.



He meddled with the internal affairs of Switzerland and by dissolving unitary
constitution, introduced Federal Constitution.



He himself became the mediator in Switzerland. The name of Cis-Alpine
Republic was changed into Italian Republic. He also occupied Holland
incorporated it into his empire. Thus he endeavoured to extend territory of
France and boosted her power and prestige.

Naval Power of England


Napoleon considered England to be his greatest enemy. He thought of
destroying her naval power again and again but he knew it well that was not an
easy task as the naval power of England was invincible.



England was surrounded by sea; it was not possible for France to defeat her by
his powerful land forces. Napoleon wanted to recapture Malta which was now
under the possession of England because he was planning to create difficulties
for England.



According to the provisions of the treaty of Amiens, England had to return
Malta to Napoleon, but England being alarmed of his continental system and
his policy of interference, refused to do so. Hence the war between the two
became inevitable.

Army Organisation of France


Napoleon was a born soldier and he knew well that his position was based on
military power. He intended to recapture Malta, but he did not succeed in doing
so.



He utilized his powerful army in invading Hanover, situated in the north of
Germany and established his control over Hanover belonged to England by a
law of succession and hence Napoleon declared that as England had not given
him Malta he would not parts Hanover.
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Napoleon massed a large number of soldiers at Boulogne and wanted to invade
England by crossing the English Channel. Holland also supported Napoleon and
the joint naval forces of both countries became formidable at sea.

Increase in the Glory of France


Napoleon wanted to enhance the glory and splendour of France like Louis XIV.
Napoleon achieved wonderful victories and contributed much towards
increasing the power and prestige of France.



The people of France did not bother about his absolute rule because they were
overwhelmed by his victories and reforms. A prominent writer has remarked
about his foreign policy:



“The key of his foreign policy was to smash the British power. The main objects
of Napoleon were the colonial expansion, his spirited foreign policy,
undermining the British naval power, revival of the ancient glory of France and
the strengthening of the military power of the country.



But he could not succeed in his efforts, not in the least. He wanted to dominate
the entire Europe.”
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6. Critically examine the process of de-industrialisation in the
colonial period.

APPROACH
 Write about De-industrialisation
 Different types of Industries, causes for De-industrialisation, and Effects

Classification of Industries:


Following Gadgil, Indian industries can be classified in the following way:
1.

The rural cottage industries essential for the agricultural routine manned by
the weaver, goldsmith, carpenter, potter, etc. Such industries provided
day- to-day requirements of the villagers. Specialisation in these village
industries was a dream and the organisation of production was extremely
crude.

2.

The urban industries representing superior organisation of craftsmanship.
The chief industry was the textile handicrafts. Among these, the cotton
industry was simply the best. The fortune of these urban handicraft
industries spread all over India largely depended on royal patronage.

3.

Handicraft industries were localised in different parts of the country. These
industries were neither urban nor rural in the above sense.

Process of De-Industrialisation:


India is not an industrial country in the true and modern sense of the term. But
by the standards of the 17th and 18th centuries, i.e., before the advent of the
Europeans in India, India was the ‘industrial workshop’ of the world.



Further, India’s traditional village economy was characterised by the “blending
of agriculture and handicrafts”.



But this internal balance of the village economy had been systematically
slaughtered by the British Government. In the process, traditional handicraft
industries slipped away, from its pre-eminence and its decline started at the
turn of the 18th century and proceeded rapidly almost to the beginning of the
19th century.



This process came to be known as ‘de-industrialisation’—a term opposite to
industrialisation. The use of the word ‘de-industrialisation’ could be traced to
1940.
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Its dictionary meaning is ‘the reduction or destruction of a nation’s industrial
capacity’.

Causes of De-Industrialisation:


Industry that had experienced the onslaught of de-industrialisation most was
the cotton textile industry. It was the largest provider of employment after
agriculture. India’s cotton goods were the best in the world before 1800.



Machine- made textile goods of Britain, it created large scale unemployment as
well as unbelievable drop in wages among the spinners and weavers. Other
affected industries were: jute handloom weaving of Bengal, woolen
manufactures of Kashmir, silk manufacture of Bengal, hand-paper industry,
glass industry, lac, bangles, etc.

Causes for decline of Handicraft Industries:


Disappearance of the court culture of late Mughal days and old aristocracy,



The establishment of an alien rule with the influx of many foreign influences
that such a change in the nature of government meant, and



The competition from machine-made goods.



The revolution in technology which gained momentum throughout the 19th
century in the wake of the industrial revolution hastened the process of the
decline of traditional handicrafts. Whoever says industrial revolution in England
says cotton. Oppositely, whoever says ‘de-industrialization’ in India says textile.
The invention of power-loom in Europe completed the decline of this important
industry.



India was destined to a position of a supplier of agricultural goods and raw
materials to Britain. In terms of quality, though machine-made goods could not
compete in quality with the products of the urban weaver, in the matter of
lower price and deep respect for goods bearing foreign trademark

Tariff policy:


The tariff policy came to be known as ‘one-way free trade’ policy which
preached that what was good for England was considered to be good for India.
To put her manufacturing industries on a sound footing at home, England
pursued the policy of protection through the imposition of import duties. But
for India, she preached the gospel of free trade.
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Internal causes:


Some people argue that the weaknesses in the industrial structure’ itself must
also be blamed for this decline of handicraft industries.
1.

No efforts were made to explore markets for products. India’s foreign
trade was in the hands of foreigners. This meant that the Indian artisans
and producers were at the mercy of foreign merchants so far as sales or
demand propagation in overseas markets were concerned.

2.

Guild organisation in India was definitely very weak.

Effects of De-industrialisation:


Characteristics of the Indian cooperative or collective villages society were
“common possession of land” and “an unalterable division of labour”.



By breaking up the Indian handloom and destroying the spinning wheel, the
British ended the “blending of agriculture and handicrafts”.



The internal balance of the village economy was snapped.



As a result, the artisans were displaced from traditional occupations. Finding no
other alternative source of livelihood, the artisans fell back on land.



Such overcrowding of agriculture badly affected its efficiency.



Present problems of subdivision and fragmentation of land holdings, overcultivation or cultivation of inferior and unproductive land, etc., are the direct
effects of the British rule.It created a bogey of rural disguised unemployment
and underemployment.



Over-burdened agriculture failed to generate surplus and consequent shortage
of capital resources required for improvements in land and that the pressure on
land enticed competition among cultivators to acquire tenancies on grossly
unprofitable and high rate of rent.



The rural unemployment and under-employment were rooted to the imbalance
in the occupational structuredue to such de-industrialisation.



Modern industrial sector could not provide employment to as many people as
were displaced from traditional handicraft industries.
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7.

Outline the historical debates about the degree of social and
political changes brought about by the French Revolution.

APPROACH
 Write about French Revolution
 Write about Changes brought by French Revolution socially and politically

Intro:


The French Revolution was the watershed event in modern European history
that brought about the enlightenment principles and democracy, creating a
rational and egalitarian society. It started in 1789 and ended in 1799.



The French Revolution was a time of social and political upheaval in France and
its colonies. The liberal and radical ideas overthrew the Monarchy and
influenced the decline of absolute Monarchies in other parts of Europe.

Causes of French Revolution:
Social inequality was very prevalent in French society of 18th


The clergy and the nobility formed the first two Estates and were the most
privileged classes. They were exempted from payment of taxes to the State.



The Third Estate consisting of peasants and workers formed the majority of the
population. They were burdened with excessive taxes with no political and
social rights. As a result, they were extremely discontent.

The economic drain was falling heavy in the shoulders of the
working class increasing the hostility:


Louis XVI waged many wars making the State coffers were empty.



The situation was made even more complex by France’s involvement in
the American War of Independence and the faulty system of taxation.



The extravagant lifestyle of the royals added to the financial burden.

The unstable political situation:


The situation was very unstable because the Bourbon king of France, Louis XVI
was an extremely autocratic and weak-willed king who led a life of excessive
luxury. This caused anger among the masses who were leading lives of extreme
poverty and widespread hunger.
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The 18th century brought a conscious change in the French
thinkers who refused the „Divine Rights Theory‟:


Philosophers like Rousseau rejected the paradigm of absolute monarchy and
promulgated the doctrine of equality of man and sovereignty of people.



They played a pivotal role in exposing the fault lines of the old political system‘the ancient regime’, thus adding to the popular discontent.



The American Revolution also triggered the ideas of enlightenment and liberty
among the intellectuals of the French society.

Impact of the French Revolution:


The French revolution brought fundamental social, political, and economic
changes in the history of France.
1.

End of the social divide: The French Revolution destroyed the social
discriminative class system in France and declared equality for all. This led
to the rise of the middle class who had acquired education to positions of
responsibility.

2.

Declaration of rights of man: The constitutional assembly came out with
the document of human rights which granted political liberty, like freedom
of speech, press, association, worship, and ownership of property.

3.

Revolutionary ideas: The revolution gave birth to the revolutionary ideas of
liberty, equality, and fraternity. These ideas started in France and spread to
other areas like Italy, Germany, etc. promoting equality, freedom and
democracy, and good governance. France became the birthplace of
democracy.

4. End of Monarchy: The Bourbon monarch that had ruled France for over
400 years came to end by the French revolution. The monarchy rule was
abolished in 1792 and replaced it with the Republican form of Government.
Although the Bourbon monarch was restored by the great powers after
the downfall of Napoleon, it could not survive beyond 1830 because the
monarchs were already weakened by the changes caused by the French
revolution.
5.

Political Parties: France became a multiparty state as a result of the
revolution. The freedom of association led to the rise of political clubs such
as the Jacobins, Cordeliers, etc that competed for power. These parties
kept the government under check and balance by criticizing bad policies.
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6. Parliamentary Democracy: The French revolution led to the revival of the
parliament which was abandoned for a period of over 175 years. The
revolution gave France a functional parliament with representatives who
are democratically elected.
7.

Constitution and Rule of Law: The French revolution introduced the rule of
law. Before 1789, France had no constitution to safeguard people’s rights
and freedom. The constitution clearly separated the executive, the
judiciary, and the legislature.

8. Land ownership: The revolution brought new reforms and changes to land
ownership in France. Before the revolution, the land was dominated by the
clergy and the nobles who exploited the peasants. The working class was
given equal rights to possess the land.
9. National Guard: There was the formation of the National Guard that
replaced the royal guard of the Bourbon monarchy. National Guard was the
revolutionary army whose role was to protect the achievements of the
French revolution.
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8. Bring out the distinctive features of Nationalism in
nineteenth century Europe.

APPROACH
 Write about Nationalism
 Write about Nationalism in Europe

Key Concepts related to Nationalism:


Frederic Sorrieu: He was a French artist famous for prints prepared in 1848 that
visualized the dream of a world consisting of Democratic and Social Republics.



Nationalism: A feeling of oneness with the society or the state, love and
devotion for the motherland and belief in the political identity of one’s country
are the basic attributes of nationalism.



Nation State: A state that establishes itself as a separate political and
geographical entity and functions as a complete and sovereign territorial unit.
This concept emerged in 19th century Europe as a result of the growth of
nationalism.



Modern State: A state in which sovereignty is exercised by a centralized power
over a specific territory and population.



Absolutist Government: A system of government wherein limitless powers are
vested in a single person or body. It is a monarchical form of government in
which the ruler is the absolute authority and is not answerable to anybody.

Intro:


In 19th Century, Nationalism played very significant part in the progress
of Europe.



Because of common national-identity, various small states were united and
transformed into a Country, such as Germany and Italy.



Progress and Development of the concept of modern nation state became
easier by French Revolution.



Nationalism grew in the 19th century as a result of Enlightenment thinking
about equality, freedom, and democracy, and the concomitant political reforms
and revolutions that gave voice to people who had previously been excluded.



The rise of nationalism in Europe initiated with the Spring of Nations in 1848.
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Nationalism was the
transformed Europe.



Rule by monarchies and foreign control of territory was replaced by selfdetermination and newly formed national governments.

ideological

impetus

that,

in

a

few

decades,

The Growth of Nationalism in Europe:


In
the 19th
century there
began
a
determined
struggle
to
realise nationalist aspirations. The French Revolution had inspired people all
over Europe. It spread the ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity and
generated the spirit of nationalism.



Nationalism as an intense form of patriotism. Those with nationalist tendencies
celebrated the culture and achievements of their own country and placed its
interests above those of other nations.



Pre-war nationalism was fueled by wars, imperial conquests and rivalry, political
rhetoric, newspapers and popular culture etc.



British nationalism was fueled by a century of comparative peace and
prosperity. The British Empire had flourished and expanded, its naval strength
had grown and Britons had known only colonial wars.



German nationalism was a new phenomenon, emerging from the unification of
Germany in 1871. It became fascinated with German imperial expansion and
resentful of the British and their empire.



Rising nationalism was also a factor in the Balkans, where Slavic Serbs and
others sought independence and autonomy from the political domination of
Austria-Hungary.
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9. What causes were responsible for the industrial revolution
in Britain?

APPROACH
 Write about Industrial revolution. Give examples
 Write about the causes responsible for industrial revolution in Britain

Intro:


The Industrial Revolution, which took place from the 18th to 19th centuries, was
a period during which predominantly agrarian, rural societies in Europe and
America became industrial and urban.



Prior to the Industrial Revolution, which began in Britain in the late 1700s,
manufacturing was often done in people’s homes, using hand tools or basic
machines.
However,
these
cottage
industries
were
enormously labour intensive, with the merchants supplying the raw materials
and collecting the finished goods later. The whole process was largely
inefficient. The supply was erratic as the self- employed workers had to tend
other works. Several key innovations changed all that. An example from the
textile industry:1.

In 1764, Englishman James Hargreaves built a machine called the Spinning
Jenny that enabled an individual to produce multiple spools of threads
simultaneously. By the time of Hargreaves’ death, there were over 20,000
Spinning Jennys in use across Britain.

2.

The spinning jenny was improved upon by English inventor Samuel
Compton’s spinning mule.

3.

Another key innovation in textiles, the power loom, which mechanized the
process of weaving cloth, was developed in the 1780s by English inventor
Edmund Cartwright (1743-1823).

4. Industrialization marked a shift to powered, special-purpose machinery,
factories and mass production. The iron and textile industries became the
mainstay of industrial revolution. From cooking appliances to ships, all had
components of iron and steel. The process went in hyper drive with the
advent of steam engine and ships.
5.

The industrial revolution took place in the rest of Europe after Britain. It
was mainly inspired by the growth of technology, prosperity, and power of
Britain. The base of the industrial revolution was dependent on local
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resources, political will and the socio-economic condition of each individual
European country.
6. The industrial revolution spread in all corners of the British Empire and took
roots in the United States in the 1860s, after the American Civil War (186165). This part of the revolution is called the Second Industrial Revolution.
This changed America from an agrarian society to an industrial one.

Some of the innovations of the first industrial revolution:i.

Steam engine

ii.

Flying shuttle

iii. Spinning Jenny
iv. Cotton Gin
v.

Telegraph

vi. Cement
vii. Modern roads
viii. Bessemer process
ix. Power loom

1. Increase in the Demand for English Goods


England produced cheap and useful goods like woolen and linen cloth and
wooden and iron articles. The demand for goods kept on increasing which
required new machines and new techniques for production.

2. European countries produced goods for the rich and for the same reason, the
demand for their goods was limited.
3. Ample Capital


England had ample capital for large enterprises. England’s naval power and
supremacy greatly encouraged sea trade and commerce. There was a lot of
capital in the country which could be used for developing industries.

4. Peaceful Atmosphere


There was political and social stability in England. The people were patriotic and
had a love for peace and order. The Whig leaders, like Walpole, followed a
policy of peace, avoided European wars, and saved England. This peaceful
atmosphere helped develop industries on a large scale.
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5. Naval Supremacy


The English naval supremacy was quite helpful in developing industries,
transporting articles to different parts of the world. Profit was earned and the
navy also helped England to prevent European rivals from exploiting the
overseas market.

6. Colonial Empire


England had a colonial empire. It could get required raw materials from
colonies at cheaper rates. European countries like France, Spain, and Holland
could only get it from their markets so it was quite difficult for them to
compete with England.

7. Availability of Coal and Iron


Coal and iron mines were located close to each other and they could be easily
used for the industries and their development.

8. Availability of Cheap Labour
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10. Explore the contribution of Kakatiyas to art, architecture
and literature.

APPROACH
 Write about Kakatiya rulers.
 Write about their Art, literature, Paintings, and Architectures

Intro:


The Kakatiya dynasty was a South Indian dynasty that ruled most of eastern
Deccan region comprising present day Telangana andAndhra Pradesh, and
parts of eastern Karnataka and southern Odisha between 12th and 14th
centuries.



Their capital was Orugallu, now known as Warangal.



Early Kakatiya rulers served as feudatories to Rashtrakutasand Western
Chalukyas for more than two centuries. They assumed sovereignty under
Prataparudra I in 1163 CE .

Literature:


Sanskrit and Telugu literature flourished during this period.



Jayapa senani has composed Geeta Ratnavali, Nritya Ratnavali and Vadya
Ratnavali.



Andhra natyam and perinisivatandavam was classical dance forms of this
period.
Authors
1. Vidyanadha
2. Jayapasenani
3. Mantri Bhaskara
4. Gona Budda Reddy
5. Palkuriki Somanatha

-

Famous Books
Prataparudra Bhushana
Nrityaratnauali, Gitaratnavali
Bhaskara Ramayana
Ranganatha Ramayanam
Basava Puranam, Panditaradhya Charitra

Architecture:


Kakatiyas followed trikuta model in their temple constructions.



In this model temples are contructed for Shiva ,Vishnu and Surya in a triangular
way.
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Floating bricks and welcoming archways were silent features in Kakatiya
structures.



The scenic Pakhal lake in Warangal was built by Ganapathi Deva.



The 1000 pillar temple in Warangal was built during the Kakatiya Rule and is
another example to the exquisite Kakatiya Architecture



The iconic Kakatiya Thoranam was built by Rudramadevi’s father in the 12th
Century. This ornate arch is said to have many similarities with the gateways at
the Sanchi Stupa and is also the emblem of Telangana.



The Koh-i-Noor Diamond, which is now among the jewels set in the British
Crown, was mined and first owned by the Kakatiya Dynasty.



Ramappa temple is best specimen in Kakatiya temples.
a) Rudreshwara (Ramappa) Temple is a masterpiece of Kakatiyan-era
architecture, employing engineering innovation in the form of floating
bricks, sand-box foundations, selection of building material and masterful
stone sculpting.
b) The Ramalingeswara temple, also known as the Ramappa temple, was
named after its chief sculptor Ramappa. It is one of the very few temples in
the world named after its sculptor.

Paintings:


The Kakatiyas also supported to the art of painting.



The traces of painting are found on ceilings of the pillared halls of the temples
at Ghanpur and Palampet. Also, the damaged painting of the Churning of the
Milk Ocean found on the ceiling of the Sabha Mandapa of the Namovara temple
at Pillalamarri. These are good examples of their painting skill.
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GS PAPER – I
GEOGRAPHY
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TOPIC: SALIENT FEATURES – CLIMATOLOGY
11. List out the possible reasons for the presence of major hot
deserts of northern hemisphere in between 20 – 30 degrees
north and also on the western side of the continents.

APPROACH
 Intro – Start with desert climate.
 Diagram – Using world map show the hot deserts with cold ocean currents on
its western side.
 Body – List out the possible reasons for 20 – 30 degrees north and also in
western coast.
 Conclude accordingly.

Intro:
Deserts are regions where evaporation exceeds precipitation. In most of the regions
where major hot deserts are situated precipitation will be scarce. And the
confinement of hot deserts in particular region is due to presence of some conditions
that is nowhere in the other regions of the world.

Reasons– 20 to 30 degrees north


The hot deserts lie along the Horse Latitudes or the Sub-Tropical High-Pressure
Belts where the air is descending, a condition least favourable for precipitation
of any kind to take place.



The rain-bearing Trade Winds blow off-shore and the Westerlies that are onshore blow outside the desert limits.



Whatever winds reach the deserts blow from cooler to warmer regions, and
their relative humidity is lowered, making condensation almost impossible.



There is scarcely any cloud in the continuous blue sky. The relative humidity is
extremely low, decreasing from 60 per cent in coastal districts to less than 30
per cent in the desert interiors. Under such conditions, every bit of moisture is
evaporated and the deserts are thus regions of permanent drought.
Precipitation is both scarce and most unreliable.
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Reasons – Western coast of continents
On the western coasts, the presence of cold currents gives rise to mists and fogs by
chilling the on-coming air. This air is later warmed by contact with the hot land, and
little rain falls.
Eg: Presence of Canary cold current to the west of Sahara Desert reduces the relative
humidity of the air mass and winds that movie eastward from the Atlantic Ocean.

Conclusion:
It is evident from the above points that the movement of winds, ocean currents and
regional climatic factors are the responsible for the presence of hot deserts in 20 - 30
degrees north and also to the western margin of the continent in both the
hemispheres.
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TOPIC: INDIAN GEOGRAPHY
12. Recently, the World Bank approved a $115 million loan to
help national and state institutions of India adopt improved
watershed management practices to increase farmers‟
resilience to climate change and promote higher
productivity. In that context, Discuss in detail how effective
watershed management will be a key for sustainable and
inclusive growth.

APPROACH
 Intro – Define watershed, if possible, use diagram
 Body
 First part – Give points for how watershed management will provide
sustainable growth
 Second part – Discuss about how it will provide inclusive growth
 Conclude with way forward

Introduction
Watershed is a geo-hydrological unit draining to a common point by a system of
drains. Watershed development refers to the conservation, regeneration and the
judicious use of all the natural resources particularly land, water, vegetation and
animals and human development within the watershed.
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Watershed Management and Sustainability
Watershed management is a comprehensive program to utilize the available water
and other resources in such a way that:


It protects and enhances water resources, moderate floods and reduces silting
up of tanks and conserves rainwater for crops and thus mitigate droughts.



It recharges the groundwater table.



Restores soil fertility and helps in soil conservation.



Restores water for drinking and other human purposes.



It helps to fight climate change and promotes sustainable agriculture.



Protects biodiversity of a region, if managed properly can restore biodiversity.

Watershed Management and Inclusiveness:


In a country like India, where the majority of the population is engaged in
livelihoods largely dependent on natural resources such as agriculture.



Factors like quality, availability and access to natural resources occupy a crucial
role in influencing incomes earned by households.



The women are the main users of water for household and small-scale
agriculture, and have limited access to resources.



They are affected the most when water catchments are degraded.



The primary cause for poverty and marginalization in rainfed rural areas is low
crop and livestock productivity coupled with deterioration in the quality of land
and other natural resources.

Conclusion:
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)project will help in
developing and applying comprehensive spatial data and technologies, decision
support tools, and knowledge exchanges. Lessons learned will be shared across states
and other countries to transfer and scale up good practicesfor judicial usage of
watersheds.
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13. Throw light on the deposition of black carbon in Hindukush
Himalayan Region. Suggest some measures to tackle the
deposition.

APPROACH





Intro – Start with mentioning Black Carbon (BC)
Body
First part - Give information regarding Source of BC and its Impacts
Second part - Provide some measures to tackle the deposition
 Conclude with way forward

Introduction:
BC is a short-lived pollutant that is the second-largest contributor to warming the
planet behind carbon dioxide (CO2). Unlike other greenhouse gas emissions, BC is
quickly washed out and can be eliminated from the atmosphere if emissions stop.
Unlike historical carbon emissions it is also a localised source with greater local
impact.

Source of Black Carbon in Himalayan Region:
Industry (primarily brick kilns) and residential burning of solid fuel together account
for 45-66% of regional anthropogenic (man-made) BC deposition, followed by on-road
diesel fuels (7-18%) and open burning (less than 3% in all seasons) in the region.

Impact of Deposits of BC:
It acts in two ways hastening the pace of glacier melt:



By decreasing surface reflectance of sunlight.
By raising the air temperature.

Glacier melt produces flash floods, landslips, soil erosion, and glacial lake outburst
floods (GLOF).
In the short run, the higher volumes of melt water could replace receding
groundwater downstream. But in the long run, decreased water availability would
aggravate water shortage.
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Measures to be Taken:


In the Himalayas, reducing black carbon emissions from cookstoves, diesel
engines, and open burning would have the greatest impact and could
significantly reduce radiative forcing and help to maintain a greater portion of
Himalayan glacier systems.



Radiative forcing is a measure of the change in energy balance as a result of a
change in a forcing agent (e.g., greenhouse gases, aerosol, cloud, and surface
albedo) to affect the global energy balance and contribute to climate change.



Review the policies on water management, with an emphasis on basin-based
regulation and use of price signals (value of a particular action) for efficiency.



Careful planning and use of hydropower to reflect changes in water flows and
availability.



Increasing the efficiency of brick kilns through proven technologies.



There must also be greater knowledge sharing in the region.

Conclusion:
National Mission on Sustaining Himalayan Ecosystem (NMSHE) is one of the eight
missions under the National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC). Strict guideline
emission from this mission can sharply reduce the deposition of BC in the ecologically
fragile Himalayan Eco System.
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14. How far the changing monsoonal pattern will have a
profound impact on the Indian sub-continent and also
suggest some adaptive measures to tackle this.

APPROACH





Intro – Mention the importance of monsoon in Indian economy
Body
First part – List out the various impacts due to changing monsoonal pattern
Second part – Provide way forward
 Conclude with vulnerability of south west monsoon

Intro:
Southwest monsoon is perhaps the most important feature of India’s climate,
because it is very critical for Indian agriculture. Therefore, long-term trends in the
southwest monsoon overlap with economic security. With around 55% of India’s
arable land dependent on precipitation, the amount of rainfall during the current
monsoon season could sway economic activity in the agriculture sector and industries
linked to it. The shift in monsoon may entail grave consequences for India’s economy,
food systems and people’s well-being.

Impact of Changing Monsoon
Depletion of Water Table:
In India, a little over 50% of India’s net sown area is under rainfed farming and a large
part of the irrigated area depends on groundwater extraction through borewells,
which needs to be recharged with the groundwater. In the event of a poor monsoon,
these aquifers may not get adequately recharged, leading to water crisis. Further,
according to a NITI Aayog’s report , nearly 21 Indian cities — including New Delhi,
Hyderabad and Chennai — could run out of groundwater by 2020.

Fiscal Burden:
Multiple crop failures may require the government to actively support farmers. Most
likely, it may prompt the government to raise minimum support prices for all of the
current season’s crops to help support farmers’ incomes. This will have a diminishing
effect on investments into agricultural investments.
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Impacting Electricity Generation:
Monsoon rains can be harnessed as hydropower, a valuable energy resource.
Hydropower currently provides 25% of India’s electricity. Reservoirs are filled during
the southwest monsoon rains and then the water is gradually released through dams,
turning turbines to create electricity year-round. During years when there is little
monsoon rainfall, the reservoirs are not replenished, limiting the amount of
hydroelectric power produced during the year.

Impacting Inflation:
Normal monsoon rains keep a check on food inflation due to availability of food
produce. However in a situation of drought, prices soar significantly. Also, if a poor
monsoon results in less crop output, the country may need to import. It also impacts
as many as a dozen sectors which depend on monsoon either directly or indirectly.

Way Forward


Water availability is a national challenge. We have 18% of the world’s population
with just 4% of freshwater resources.



Thus, the Indian government needs to put a high priority on investing heavily in
improved water storage systems for the agricultural sector.



It would be worthwhile to give high priority to "more crops per drop" approach,
rainwater harvesting, aquifer recharge, revival of water bodies and conservation
technologies.



Water use patterns are awfully inefficient in India, where Indian farmers use two
to four times more water to produce a unit of any major food crop.



Thus, Indian agriculture needs to adopt newer, less water-intensive technologies
faster.



In this case, it needs a doubling down on efforts such as the ongoing
government of India schemes to incentivise the use of micro irrigation measures
that use water more efficiently.

Conclusion
Global climate change is not a new phenomenon. The effect of climate change poses
many threats; one of the important consequences is bringing about changes in
southwest monsoon and its impact on agriculture.
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TOPIC: DISTRIBUTION OF KEY NATURAL RESOURCES ACROSS
THE WORLD (INCLUDING SOUTH ASIA AND THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT)
15. The uneven distribution of mineral oil has diversified
impacts on this globalised world – Elucidate.

APPROACH
 Intro - Locate the uneven distribution of mineral oil in the world using world
map
 Body - Explain various implications that the uneven distribution has.
 Conclude suitably.

Intro:
Mineral oil is not distributed evenly around the world. Slightly less than half of the
world’s proven reserves are located in the Middle East (including Iran but not North
Africa). Following the Middle East are Canada and the United States, Latin America,
Africa, and the region made up of Russia, Kazakhstan, and other countries that were
once part of the Soviet Union.

Impacts on globalised world:
Economic implications:
Uneven distribution of the mineral oil across the world, leads to economic
consequences like inflation, for the importing country. For example, India
is susceptible to global shocks in oil prices.
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Regional conflict:
As the mineral oil resource is strategic in nature, its uneven distribution leads to great
power conflict over the control of the region. For example, disputes in oil rich regions
of middle East.

Energy Security:
The un-even distribution of the mineral energy resource has led to high degree
of energy insecurity in the oil deficient countries. It also, directly affects their strategic
autonomy.

Diplomatic leverage:
The lop- sided distribution of the vital mineral oil resource is a vital factor in leveraging
its availability for diplomatic gains. For example, India’s major dependence on Middle
East for oil, provides it with a diplomatic bargain over India.

Balance of Trade:
The un-even distribution of the mineral oil resources affects the balance of trade
between the importing and the exporting countries. This in turn affects the Foreignexchange reserves of the country.

Growth:
Un-even distribution of mineral oil also has led to un-even growth across the globe.
Rise in import prices directly hamper the capabilities of the government to spend on
welfare objectives. Vested interest in oil economy has potential to delay transition to
clean energy and decarbonizing the world industry.

Conclusion:
Thus, the un-even distribution of the mineral oil resources leads to various
implications ranging from economic to energy security and adoption of renewable
energy sources. This highlights the need for India to diversify its energy basket both in
terms of content and geography.
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16. India Aims to target over 100 Billion “Blue Economy”
Through Deep Ocean Mission. Give a short note India‟s Deep
Ocean Mission and its significance. Also mention some key
initiatives taken by India to progress on Blue Economy.

APPROACH





Intro – Write a note on Blue Economy
Body
First part - Start with mentioning features of Deep Ocean Mission
Second part – Mention some key initiatives
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
According to the World Bank, the blue economy is the "sustainable use of ocean
resources for economic growth, improved livelihoods, and jobs while preserving the
health of ocean ecosystem."

Deep Ocean Mission (DOM)
It aims to explore the deep ocean for resources. Also, for sustainable use of ocean
resources, it aims to develop deep-sea technologies. The mission will be implemented
by the Ministry of Earth Sciences in collaboration with the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO).
The mission will have far-reaching benefits for the common man. For example, it could
help in providing clean drinking water and explore the avenues of desalination of
water as well as extracting minerals from the ocean belt.

Major Components of DOM


Development of Manned Submersible Vehicle



Development of Technologies for Deep Sea Mining



Development of Ocean Climate Change Advisory Services



Technological Innovations for Exploration and Conservation of Deep-sea
Biodiversity



Deep Ocean Survey and Exploration



Energy and Freshwater from the Ocean



Advanced Marine Station for Ocean Biology
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Significance of DOM:


Oceans, which cover 70% of the globe, remain a key part of our life. About 95% of
the Deep Ocean remains unexplored.



Three sides of India are surrounded by the oceans and around 30% of the
country's population lives in coastal areas, the ocean is a major economic factor
supporting fisheries and aquaculture, tourism, livelihoods and blue trade.



Considering the importance of the oceans on sustainability, the UN has declared
the decade, 2021-2030 as the Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development.



India has a unique maritime position. Its 7517 km long coastline is home to nine
coastal states and 1382 islands.



The Government of India's Vision of New India by 2030 announced in February
2019 highlighted the Blue Economy as one of the ten core dimensions of growth.



The technology and expertise needed in such missions are now available in only
five countries - the US, Russia, France, Japan and China. India will now be the
sixth country to have it.

Blue Economy Initiatives
India-Norway Task Force on Blue Economy for Sustainable
Development:
It was inaugurated jointly by both the countries in 2020 to develop and follow up joint
initiatives between the two countries.

Sagarmala Project:
The Sagarmala project is the strategic initiative for port-led development through the
extensive use of IT-enabled services for the modernization of ports.

O-SMART:
India has an umbrella scheme by the name of O-SMART which aims at regulated use of
oceans, marine resources for sustainable development.

Integrated Coastal Zone Management:
It focuses on the conservation of coastal and marine resources, improving livelihood
opportunities for coastal communities etc.
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National Fisheries Policy:
India has a National Fisheries policy for promoting the 'Blue Growth Initiative' which
focuses on sustainable utilisation of fisheries wealth from marine and other aquatic
resources.

Conclusion:
The United Nations (UN) has declared the decade 2021-2030 as the Decade of Ocean
Science for Sustainable Development. The UN iterates that the Blue Economy should
“promote economic growth, social inclusion, and the preservation or improvement of
livelihoods while at the same time ensuring environmental sustainability of the oceans
and coastal areas”.
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17. Critically examine the prospects of shale oil exploration in
India.

APPROACH





Intro – Give an insights on shale oil
Body
First part – Map the possible exploration sites
Second part – Prospects of shale oil exploration
 Conclude with way forward

Introduction:
The key difference between shale oil and conventional crude is that the former, also
called ‘tight oil’, is found in smaller batches, and deeper than conventional crude
deposits. Its extraction requires creation of fractures in oil and gas rich shale to
release hydrocarbons through a process called hydraulic fracking.
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Prospects of Shale oil exploration in India
Currently, there is no large-scale commercial production of shale
oil and gas in India.


State-owned ONGC had, in 2013, started exploration and, by the end of FY21,
assessed shale oil and gas potential in 25 nomination blocks, but has reduced
investments over the past few years after only getting limited success in shale
exploration efforts.



While ONGC’s assessment found prospects of shale oil at the Cambay basin in
Gujarat and the Krishna Godavari basin in Andhra Pradesh, the company
concluded that the quantity of oil flow observed in these basins did not indicate
“commerciality” and that the general characteristics of Indian shales are quite
different from North American ones.



As per the policy guidelines notified by Government of India (GoI) for exploration
and exploitation of shale gas and oil in India by National Oil Companies (NOCs),
ONGC has identified 50 nomination PML (Petroleum Mining Lease) blocks under
Phase-I.



The exploratory efforts so far have led to the discovery of 65 small-to-medium
sized hydrocarbon fields with about 356 million tonnes (oil and oil equivalent
gas) of initial in-place on-land reserves.



The current production of oil and gas is 750-800 tonnes per day and 2.5-3 million
cubic metres of gas, respectively.
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Conclusion:
Using less oil—and transitioning to cleaner transportation technologies—would help
decrease the need for unconventional energy sources like tight oil or tar sands. More
efficient cars and trucks and clean fuel alternatives can cut our oil use, with huge
benefits.
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TOPIC: SALIENT FEATURES – OCEANOGRAPHY
18. Explain the various factors which affect the Oceanic Salinity
and also mention its multi-dimensional effects.

APPROACH
 Intro – Define Salinity
 First part – Factors affecting Oceanic salinity
 Second part – List out points for its effects
 Conclude suitably

Intro:
Salinity refers to the amount of salt dissolved in 1000 gms of sea water. It is usually
expressed as parts per thousand or ppt. The salinity for normal open ocean ranges
between 33 o/oo and 37 o/oo.

Factors affecting Oceanic Salinity:
Evaporation rate:
Oceans between 20 to 30 degree North and south have high salinity because of high
temperature low humidity .Temperate oceans have lower salinity due to lower
temperature.

Amount of Fresh water added in ocean:
Equatorial waters have lower salinity due to heavy rainfall and high humidity. Oceans
fed by large rivers like Amazon, Congo, Ganges, Mekong etc have lower salinity.
Melting of icebergs and resultant fresh water intake into Baltic, Arctic and Antarctic
ocean waters makes them less saline. Thus, global warming and greenhouse gas
effect has indirectly affects the salinity levels of the oceans.

Currents Mixing:
In open oceans, currents mix and flow freely, hence salinity is average 35ppt or lower.
Whereas in the Caspian sea, Mediterranean sea, Red sea and other wholly / partially
enclosed seas – the fresh water doesn’t mix freely with ocean water hence salinity is
higher.
Salinity, temperature and density of water are interrelated. Hence, any change in the
temperature or density influences the salinity of an area.
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The multidimensional effects of oceanic salinity are as follows:


Salinity determines compressibility, thermal expansion, temperature, density,
absorption of insolation, evaporation and humidity.



Water in liquid state dissolves rocks and sediments which creates a complex
solution of mineral salts in ocean basins. Conversely, in other states such as
vapor and ice, water and salt are incompatible and water vapor and ice are
essentially salt free. By tracking ocean surface salinity we can directly monitor
variations in the water cycle: land runoff, sea ice freezing and melting, and
evaporation and precipitation over the oceans.



Ocean circulation in deep waters is primarily driven by changes in seawater
density, which is determined by salinity and temperature. In the North Atlantic
near Greenland, cooled high-salinity surface waters can become dense enough
to sink to great depths.



The ocean stores more heat in the uppermost three meters than the entire
atmosphere. Thus density-controlled circulation is key to transporting heat in the
ocean and maintaining Earth's climate. Excess heat associated with the increase
in global temperature during the last century is being absorbed and moved by
the ocean.

Conclusion:
Oceanic Salinity also influences the distribution of fish and other marine
resources.NASA studies suggest that sea water is getting fresher in high latitudes
while saltier in sub-tropical latitude. This will significantly impact not only ocean
circulation but also the climate in which we live.
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19. Ocean currents and water masses differ significantly in their
impacts on marine life and coastal environment.
Substantiate it with providing suitable examples.

APPROACH





Intro – Define the two terms clearly with examples
Body
First part – List out the impacts of Ocean currents
Second part – List out the impacts of Water masses
 Conclude suitably

Intro:
Ocean currents (surface or deep ocean currents) are streams of water flowing
constantly in definite path and direction, for example, Gulf Stream (warm current) and
Labrador current (cold current). Water masses are the extensive homogeneous body
of immense volume of ocean water in terms of temperature and salinity. These are
generally characterised by the down welling of denser cold water and upwelling of
less dense water, for example, the North Atlantic Deep water mass in the Norwegian
Sea.

Impacts of ocean currents
On marine life


Ocean currents act as distributing agents of nutrients, oxygen and other
elements necessary for the existence and survival of fishes and zooplanktons.



They also transport planktons from one area to the other area. For example, Gulf
Stream carries planktons from the Mexican Gulf to the coasts of Newfoundland
and north-western Europe. Many significant fishing grounds of the world are
developed in these areas.



Mixing of warm and cold ocean currents bring rich nutrients which support
marine organisms. For example, seas north of Japan is a rich fishing ground due
to the mixing of warm Kuroshio and cold Kurile currents.



Sometimes, a few ocean currents destroy planktons. For example, El Nino
current destroys planktons off the Peruvian coasts resulting into mass deaths of
fishes.
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On coastal environment


Ocean currents maintain the horizontal heat balance of the earth. The warm
currents transport warm waters of the tropics to colder areas of temperate and
polar zones. Cold currents on the other hand bring cold waters of the high
latitudes to the areas of low latitudes.



Surface ocean currents also modify the weather conditions of the coastal areas.
The ideal and favourable European type of climate of the western coasts of
Europe is due to the moderating effects of the North Atlantic warm currents.



Cold currents also intensify the desert-like conditions in the coastal areas,
exemplified by the presence of some deserts in the western edges of continents,
e.g., Namib Desert in Africa.



The convergence of warm and cold currents causes foggy conditions, e.g., near
Newfoundland due to convergence of warm Gulf Stream and cold Labrador
current.

Impacts of water masses
Down welling of water masses


It transports oxygen downward which is much needed by the marine organisms.



This process discourages enrichment of seawater by bringing nutrients, and
hence the areas of down welling of water masses are not conducive to marine
life and hence they are the areas of low marine productivity.

Upwelling of water masses


It is beneficial to the rich marine life because dissolved oxygen and nutrients are
brought to the surface through upwelling. For example, the upwelling of
nutrient rich cold water off the coast of Peru has made the region one of the
richest fishing grounds.



Global warming is disrupting the sinking of cold, salty water as a result of
increased melting of glaciers and sea ice. This could slow or even stop the
circulation of ocean waters, which could result in potentially drastic impact on
marine life and coastal environment. Thus, arresting global warming is the need
of the hour.
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TOPIC: SALIENT FEATURES – GEOMORPHOLOGY
20. Elucidate the formation of volcanoes, their types and
landforms associated with it.

APPROACH





Intro – Give a brief on volcano and its formation
Body
First part – Mention the various types of volcanoes
Second part – List out the various landforms formed due to volcanoes
 Conclude by mentioning major volcanic region of the earth

Intro:
A volcano is a vent (opening) in the earth’s crust through which molten material
erupts suddenly from a magma chamber below the surface.Due to very high
temperature, some rocks slowly melt and turn into a thick flowing matter known as
magma. Since it is lighter than the solid rock around it, the magma rises and gets
collected in magma chambers which eventually pushes through fissures and vents in
the earth’s surface.They are generally found where tectonic plates (like Eurasian,
Pacific, Somali, etc) diverge or converge. Examples- volcanoes occurring in midoceanic ridge and Ring of Fire.

Types of Volcanoes
In general, Volcanoes can be divided on the basis of Type of Eruption & Periodicity of
Eruption.
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Based on Type of Eruption: The nature of the eruption mainly depends on the
viscosity of the magma and are of two types:


Basic: The basic magma are dark coloured like basalt, rich in iron and magnesium
but poor in silica. They travels far and generates broad shield volcanoes.



Acidic: These are are light-coloured, of low density, and have a high percentage
of silica and therefore it makes a familiar cone volcano shape.

Based on frequency of Eruption:


Active volcanoes: They erupt frequently and mostly located around Ring of Fire.
E.g.: Mount Stromboli is an active volcano and it produces so much of Gas clouds
that it is called Light house of Mediterranean.



Dormant Volcano: These are not extinct but have not erupted in recent history.
The dormant volcanoes may erupt in future. E.g: Mount Kilimanjaro, located in
Tanzania also the highest mountain in Africa is known to be a dormant Volcano.



Extinct or inactive volcanoes have not worked in distant geological past. In most
cases the crater of the Volcano is filled with water making it a lake. E.g.: Deccan
Traps, India.

Landforms associated with Volcanoes are broadly of two types:

Intrusive Landforms:
The commonest intrusive landforms are

Sills: When an intrusion of molten magma is made horizontally along the
bedding plains of sedimentary rocks, the resultant intrusions is called a sill.



Dykes: Intrusions when injected vertically as narrow walls igneous rocks within
the sedimentary layers are termed as dykes.



Laccolith: It is large blister of igneous mound with a dome-shaped upper surface
and a level base fed by a pip-like conduit from below.



Lopolith: A lopolith is another variety of igneous intrusions with a saucer shape.



Phacolith: It is a lenses-shaped mass of igneous rocks occupying the crest of an
anticline or the bottom of a syncline and being fed by a conduit from beneath.



Batholith: It is a huge mass of igneous rocks, usually granite, which after removal
of the overlying rocks forms a massive and resistant upland region.
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Extrusive Landforms:


Cinder cones: Cinder cones are of low height and are formed of volcanic dust
and ashes etc pyroclastic material. Falling under the influence of gravity, these
particles accumulate around the vent, in a large pile. The form of a cinder cone is
very distinctive, with steep straight sides and a crater (depression) at the top of
the hill. E.g.: Volcano Parícutin, Mexico



Composite cones: A composite cone results when formative eruptions are
sometimes effusive and sometimes explosive. Composite cones are therefore
composed of a combination of lava flow and pyroclastic materials. They are also
called stratovolcanoes because they are constructed of layers (strata) of
pyroclastics and lava. They are formed due to deposition of alternate layers lava
and fragmental material wherein lava acts as cementing material. E.g.: Mount
Fuji in Japan



Shield volcanoes: When numerous successive basaltic lava flow occur in a given
region they can eventually pile up into the shape of a large mountain called a
shield volcano. E.g.: Mauna Loa, Hawaii



Calderas: A caldera is a large, basin shaped depression formed at the volcanic
mouth. It forms when summit material on a volcanic mountain collapses inward
after an eruption or other loss of magma. E.G.: Crater Lake, USA

Conclusion:
The majority of Earth’s volcanic eruptions and earthquakes take place along the Ring
of Fire. As this zone is seismically active than the other regions of the world.
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GS PAPER – I - SOCIETY
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21. “Discuss the importance of Secularism in India”. Discuss

APPROACH




Intro – Define secularism
Body – Explain the importance
Conclusion - Conclude with positive notes

Intro:
Secularism in simple words refers as an ideology which provides people with the right
to follow any religion. It permits the state with the responsibility to maintain neutrality
in the matters of religions. In a secular country, no state can legally favor or hate a
particular religion. However, individuals residing in a country are free to follow and
practice the religion of their choice.

Body of the answer:
Importance of Secularism:
1) The Secularism protects both believers and non-believers: Secularism seeks to
ensure and protect freedom of religious belief and practice for all citizens.
Secularists want freedoms of thought and conscience to apply equally to all –
believers and non-believers alike. They do not wish to curtail religious freedoms.
2) Religious Freedom: Secularism seeks to defend the absolute freedom of religious
and other belief, and protect the right to manifest religious belief insofar as it does
not impinge on the rights and freedoms of others. Secularism ensures that the
right of individuals to freedom of religion is always balanced by the right to be free
from religion.
3) Secularism is about democracy and fairness: In a secular democracy all citizens are
equal before the law and parliament. No religious or political affiliation gives
advantages or disadvantages and religious believers are citizens with the same
rights and obligations as anyone else.
4) Human Rights: Secularism champions universal human rights above religious
demands. It upholds equality laws that protect women, LGBT people and
minorities from religious discrimination. These equality laws ensure that nonbelievers have the same rights as those who identify with a religious or
philosophical belief.
5) Equal access to public services: We all share hospitals, schools, the police and the
services of local authorities. It is essential that these public services are secular at
the point of use, so no-one is disadvantaged or denied access on grounds of
religious belief (or non-belief). All state-funded schools should be non-religious in
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character, with children being educated together regardless of their parents'
religion. When a public body grants a contract for the provision of services to an
organisation affiliated to a particular religion or belief, such services must be
delivered neutrally, with no attempt to promote the ideas of that faith group.
6) Secularism is not atheism: Atheism is a lack of belief in gods. Secularism simply
provides a framework for a democratic society. Atheists have an obvious interest
in supporting secularism, but secularism itself does not seek to challenge the
tenets of any particular religion or belief, neither does it seek to impose atheism
on anyone. Secularism is simply a framework for ensuring equality throughout
society – in politics, education, the law and elsewhere – for believers and nonbelievers alike.
7) Secularism protects free speech and expression: Religious people have the right to
express their beliefs publicly but so do those who oppose or question those
beliefs. Religious beliefs, ideas and organisations must not enjoy privileged
protection from the right to freedom of expression. In a democracy, all ideas and
beliefs must be open to discussion. Individuals have rights; ideas do not.

Conclusion:
Secularism is the best chance we have to create a society in which people of all
religions or none can live together fairly and peacefully.
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22. Discuss the challenges faced by Secularism in India.

APPROACH




Intro – Define secularism
Body – Explain the challenges
Conclusion - Conclude

Intro:
India’s concept of secularism is to equalize all religions so that the state neither
actively chooses, nor demonstrates through legislation, a preference or prejudice of
one religion over others. Such secularism appress to be in crisis, when the following
developed.

Body of the answer:
Challenges for secularism:
1) Communalism:
Dr. Bipin Chandra has identified three conditions for the birth of communalism,
they are1. People who follow the same religion have a common interest.
2. The secular interest of different religions is dissimilar and divergent from the
followers of other religion.
3. When interest of different religions is seen to be incompatible, antagonistic
and hostile.

2) Party Politics:
Some of the political parties in India are organized on communal lines. These
parties represent the interests of a particular region or a particular group. Some of
the regional parties even desire and struggle for a separate independent State.
They play communal politics for achieving and safeguarding their political
interests. It has been remarked, that the known secular parties are not very
secular in terms of composition and working.

3) Obscurantism:
Obscurantism is one of the obstacles of the Indian secularism. Despite the
progress in almost all the directions of life, obscurantism still persists. In all the
religions, there are obscurantism elements which create obstacles in the way of
evolution of human and dynamic social order. It is because of obscurantism, that
the people give importance to customs and traditions rather than reason.The
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Indian people in general whether Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs etc. are traditional in their
outlook, and see many of the things in their traditions and customs. Thus,
obscurantism is a great hurdle in the way of secularism in the Indian society.

4) The Defective Educational System:
The defective educational system which has encouraged the people to think in
terms of groups and communities, has also failed to inculcate secular ideas in the
minds of young students and promote feeling of mutual give and take.

5) The Distortion
Institutions:

of

the

Constitutional

and

Democratic

The distortion of the Constitutional and democratic institutions has also greatly
contributed to the weakening of the secularism in India. The Constitution and the
political institutions have not worked the way they were envisaged by the framers
of the Constitution. For example, though use of religion is not permitted for
soliciting votes, yet certain religious political parties have made free use of factors
like religion, caste etc. to secure votes. All this has hampered the growth of a true
secular polity in the country.

6) Cultural Symbols and Secularism:
Many public rituals and ceremonials like bhoomipujan, breaking of coconuts on
inaugural or auspicious occasions, performing of ‘ aarti ’and applying to ‘tilak ’to
distinguished guests are perceived by Hindus as cultural or nationalistic
expressions, but to non-Hindus these are manifestations of Hindu culture. Such
rituals are performed even on state functions and therefore, create unnecessary
misgivings about the neutrality of the State.

Conclusion:
Secularism undoubtedly helps and aspires to enable every citizen to enjoy fully the
blessing of life, liberty and happiness, but in the pursuit of this ideal there exists
various issues that hampers these ideals.
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23. Discuss Indian Model of Secularism.

APPROACH




Intro – Western definition
Body – Indian model of secularism
Conclusion - Way forward

Intro:
Western secularism can be describes as Separation of religious institutions from state
institutions and a public sphere where religion may participate, but not dominate. But
Indian model is so different that of western model.

Body of the answer:
Indian Model of Secularism:
1. It has a place not only for the right of individuals to profess their religious beliefs
but also for the right of religious communities to establish and maintain
educational institution.
2. The acceptance of community specific rights brings us to the third feature of
Indian secularism because it was born in a deeply multi-religious society, it is
concerned as much with inter-religious domination as it is with intra-religious
domination.
3. It does not erect a wall of separation between the state and religion. This allows
the state to intervene in religions, to help or hinder them without the impulse to
control or destroy them.
4. It is not entirely averse the public character of religion. Although the state is not
identified with a particular religion, there is official and therefore public
recognition granted to religious communities.
5. Multiple values and principled distance means that the state tries to balance
different, ambiguous but equally important values.
This type of model makes its secular ideal more like a contextual, ethically sensitive,
politically negotiated arrangement, rather than a scientific doctrine as conjured up by
ideologies and merely implemented by political agents.

Way forward:
The Supreme Court has ruled in (Bal Patil and Anr. v. union of India) that the State has
no religion and State has to treat all religions and religious people equally and with
equal respect without in any manner interfering with their Individual rights of religion,
faith and worship.
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24. Discuss the socio-economic position of Transgenders in
India.

APPROACH




Intro – define transgenders
Body – Explain their position
Conclusion - Conclude

Intro:
According to World Health Organization, Transgender is an umbrella term for people
whose gender identity and expression does not conform to the norms and
expectations traditionally associated with the sex assigned to them at birth. They are
referred to as transsexuals if they desire medical assistance in order to make the
transition from one biological sex to another.

Body of the answer:
Transgender person face discrimination every face of their life because they are not fit
into gender roles of society. Every transgender person must have encountered verbal,
sexual and physical violence at least once in their life. Transphobia is also the biggest
reason of such discrimination and violence against these people. Transphobia is a
form of hatred, disbelief, terror, fear or distrust for transgender people or people
whose gender expression do not conform the traditional gender roles. This causes
them to live a life of anxiety and worry. They are afraid of constantly being judged.
The areas where transgender person commonly face abuse are-

1. Employment:
Transgender persons face extreme difficulty to find a suitable jobs and work of
their choice. They are forced into sex work, begging and dancing in bar etc. due to
social discrimination in employment. Apart from low level of literacy in community
they become socially, politically and economically powerless in the society. In most
of the forms there are only two category of gender which is male and female
because of which many transgender people couldn’t even apply for these jobs.

2. Education:
According to 2011 census of India the literacy amongst transgender persons was
46 percent compared to 74 percent of general population. According to research
conducted on 120 transgenders in Coimbatore city 56 percent of persons have
primary and middle school education. Some of them hesitated to go school after
noticing the changes in them and 64 percent of them belonged to low-income
group. According to National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) report 52 percent
transgender person left school because they faced harassment by classmates and
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12 percent transgender people left because they harassed by their teachers in
school.
Formal education was a far-fetched dream for such people who whole life is
judged by gender identity. Fear of being discriminated is the results that
transgenders do not have a substantive number in higher education and
universities.

3. Family:
Transgender person face discrimination and violence mostly because of the
societal expectations which leads to trans-children often reprimanded, blamed
and criticised by their family members. According to a study by the National
Institute of Epidemiology around 60,000 transgender persons across 17 states
found that large population of persons received no support from their biological
parents.

4. Exclusion from health services:
Transgender person health problems do not find place in the top agenda of the
government list. Transgender people face worldwide substantial health disparities
and barriers to access appropriate health care services. Transgender person is
more likely to face sexual violence and harassment as compared to general
population who contracts HIV. The risk for developing mental health issues often
resulting in suffering depression and likely to attempt suicide increases gradually.
Transgender communities experienced discriminatory treatment by health care
providers, refusal by many health care insurance programmers to cover services
for trans-persons. The National AIDS Control Organisation (NACO) in 2015-16 noted
rate of HIV prevalence amongst trans-population to be 8.82%, the second. highest
amongst the high-risk groups.

5. Housing problems:
Transgender persons often face discrimination in accessing house for
accommodations which includes discrimination in the rental market, high rents,
refusal of housing facilities, even if they get house they are subjected to
harassments from landlords, neighbours. Housing is a serious problem for
transgender person also lack of identity documentation is also the reason that
accommodation facilities is denied to these people.

6. Gender based violence:
Transgender persons face violence like sexual violence, physical violence, assault
etc. simply because of who they are. The numbers of violence against these people
a much higher as some often goes unreported. They have been facing most of the
violence by their own families, friends and partners.
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Government collects every year National Crime Records Bureau(NCRB) data which
shows the crime against person committed but there is no specific mention of
crimes commits against transgender person.

7. Societal response:
From ancient times our society has condemned and not accepted to those people
who do not conform to its societal norms. Transgender community is the one such
group who have been discriminated, marginalised, abused and neglected in almost
every known society. They are invisible in the society. They are not invited in any
functions, weddings and other social activities. According to NHRC survey 99
percent transgender persons who participated in the survey accepted that they
have social rejections more than one in the past. These persons are usually
ostracized by families and other social organisations and face social exclusion in
every phase of their life.

Conclusion:
Transgender persons face atrocities and discrimination throughout their life because
of social stigma regarding gender and sexual orientation. The judiciary has taken giant
leap to help them achieve their fight for autonomy. The lack of awareness and
implementation of National Legal Services Authority (NALSA) judgement at
grassroots level are demerits of the spirit of decision. The identity of an individual
should be treated with utmost respect. The fight of the transgender community is to
be recognised as human and accepted into the society.
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25. Bring out the provisions of Protection for Women against
Domestic Violence (PWDVA) Act , 2005. Discuss

APPROACH




Intro – Define Domestic violence
Body – Explain
Conclusion - Conclude

Intro:
Domestic violence, otherwise called domestic abuse, spousal abusecan be extensively
characterized an example of harsh practices by one or both accomplices in a close
connection, for example, marriage, dating, family, companions or living together.

Body of the answer:
The Main Features of the Act are as follows:


The definition of an 'aggrieved' person' is equally wide and covers not just the
wife but a woman who is the sexual partner of the male irrespective of
whether she is his legal wife or not.



The respondent under the definition given in the Act is "any male, adult person
who is, or has been, in a domestic relationship with the aggrieved person" but
so that his mother, sister and other relatives do not go scot free, the case can
also be filed against relatives of the husband or male partner.



The information regarding an act or acts of domestic violence does not
necessarily have to be lodged by the aggrieved party but by "any person who
has reason to believe that" such an act has been or is being committed.



This fear of being driven out of the house effectively silenced many women and
made them silent sufferers.



The respondent can also be restrained from attempting to communicate in any
form, whatsoever, with the aggrieved person, including personal, oral, written,
electronic or telephonic contact".



The Act allows magistrates to impose monetary relief and monthly payments of
maintenance.



Sec.22 allows the magistrate to make the respondent pay compensation and
damages for injuries including mental torture and emotional distress caused by
acts of domestic violence.
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Conclusion:
To conclude, there seem to be problems with the actual implementation of the
regulations. In many districts, instead of employing Protection Officers, existing
government officials are given this responsibility as well; and are not equipped to deal
with the same. Therefore they do not fulfil most of the duties specified in the Act, and
because of this victims are not able to make full use of the law for their benefit.
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GS PAPER – II
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
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26. Despite the strong bilateral ties between Bhutan and India,
unfavourable opinions about India‟s involvement in the
hydropower sector are emerging. Comment

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION: ELABORATE HISTORICAL TIES
 BODY: DISCUSS THE PROBLEMS IN HYDEL DIPLOMACY
 CONCLUSION: HOW TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM

Intro:


The special bilateral relationship between India and Bhutan has been
overarching in almost all the sectors of cooperation, including the very pertinent
hydroelectric power generation.



Right from the inception of the Himalayan Kingdom’s First Five Year Plan, in the
early 1960s, its southern neighbour has been generously contributing to
successfully accomplishing power project agreements.

Body:
Indian hydel power diplomacy:


Starting with Jaldhaka Agreement of 1961,this liaison also led to landmark
initiatives like the commissioning of the 336 Mega Watts (MW) Chukha
Hydropower Project in 1987—the landlocked country’s first mega project which
was fully funded by the Government of India (GOI) with 60 percent grant and 40
percent loan at the interest rate of 5 percent payable over a period of 15 years
after commissioning.



Since then, the two countries strengthened confidence in each other, with the
Agreement on Cooperation in the field of Hydroelectric Power (July 2006)
outlining the framework for other projects.



The latest one is Mangdecchu Project, which entitles Bhutan with better
leverage over India, where the loan share is 70 percent funding, therefore,
deciding the export price of electricity.



Such an understanding is primarily based on the fact that India has indeed
contributed to Bhutan’s economic boost.
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Issues that popped up:


One of the most common reasons has been the delay in completing the projects
that are already under construction and are way beyond the stipulated period
and also reiterating unwarrantable cost escalations, as argued by the National
Council of Bhutan.



The most recent instance has been that of the Pnatsangchu I Hydroelectric
Project and Kholongchu Hydroelectric Project—the first joint venture between
Druk Green Power Corporation and the SatlujJalVidyut Nigam Limited of India—
which have not been able to meet their respective deadlines. The overhead costs
have risen multifold.



For the first initiative, while the GOI had not responded regarding the feasibility
of the construction of a barrage, the other one is more on the front of a dispute
over the manifestation of the construction work and capital work and proper
division of responsibilities between the stakeholders, requiring solution and
implementation on an immediate basis.



Thus, the apparently favourable Indo-Bhutan hydropower dynamics are not only
threatened in the present day but also challenged by similar hydropower
investments by China, supported by pro-Chinese Bhutanese businessmen for
accelerated economic progress.

The trigger:


Bhutan has always identified its rich water resource as a very crucial area of
investment, as has also been magnified in ‘Bhutan 2020: A Vision for Peace,
Prosperity and Happiness’.



However, despite the theoretical potential of 30,000 MW for hydroelectric
power, the techno-economic feasibility has stood at around 23,765 MW, thereby,
requiring assistance in unleashing its total capacity.



In this scenario, Bhutan had always envisioned India as a win-win partner for
itself until a few years ago, when the country realised that it was not only about
the delays but also the substantial amount of debt that is accumulating over
time, in addition to the cheap power that is being bought by India.



First, the two neighbours have not been able to fairly negotiate the power tariff,
with low average for the power imports from Bhutan.



The market price of electricity bought by India, as often pointed out by Bhutan,
is cheaper than the hydropower domestically available within India.
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Secondly, in 2017, Bhutan’s debt to India revolving around the Mangdechhu,
Pnatsangchu 1 and 2 projects stood at approximately INR 12,300 crores,
amounting to 77 per cent of the country’s total debt and 87 per cent of its GDP.



Synonymously, the World Bank had identified Bhutan’s external debt to GDP
ratio as 99 percent, thus, counting it as one of the ten most indebted countries
amongst 73 low- and middle-income countries in the world.



So, if India does not tread carefully, it might be targeted as levying debt traps, as
is often critiqued against China, through its Belt and Road Initiative.



To be more specific, the financial burden that Bhutan is facing since the last
decade is obvious, because its partner India has moved away from the initial
60:40 model (60 percent grant and 40 percent loan) to a 30:70 model (30
percent grant and 70 percent loan), encompassing all the projects that were
supposed to be completed by 2020, except the Pnatsangchu 1, which has
retained the previous model.



With interest rates exorbitantly high and the net profit per unit of electricity sold
falling down, commercial profitability of the hydropower sector has come
under the radar of critical questions



With this, India has also claimed up to 51 percent ownership in the upcoming
projects as well, raising eyebrows amongst the Bhutanese regarding the true
Indian intentions.



Furthermore, there have been increasing negative sentiments emanating from a
major section of the Bhutanese against the Indian involvement in the
hydropower section because they often feel treated like second-class
participants with the engagement of Indian private companies.



This is because in comparison to the big Indian stakeholders, they are often
reduced to smaller sub-contractors, as had also been raised by the Chamber of
Commerce for the greater role and decision-making position for the local
Bhutanese companies.



Again, even though the projects are situated in Bhutan, there are way more
Indians working, taking away employment generation opportunities from the
indigenous communities.



In 2015, the number of Indian nationals living in Bhutan to work primarily in the
hydropower sector was 60,000, with around 8,000 to 10,000 additional of them
who travelled across the open border daily.
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Conclusion:


Reason for minor skirmish solely lies in the deteriorating faith in each other’s
commitments towards mutually beneficial partnership, despite past success.



However, the ray of hope lies in the politically strong connection between the
two countries which are aware of each other’s special bond since 1947.



India also must take note of the fact that much delay may result in a missed
opportunity for a better bilateral and thriving multilateral platform of
hydropower collaboration.
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27. Discuss India's long-standing push for status and influence
international affairs

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION: DISCUSS INDIA’S FOREIGN POLICY DURING INITIAL DAYS
 BODY: ELABORATE NAM AS A INITIATIVE AND CHANGING GLOBAL SCENARIO
 CONCLUSION: HOW INDIA CAN RESPOND TO PRESENT SITUATION

Intro:


As a relatively weak state with massive economic challenges at independence from
British rule in 1947, India had extremely limited hard power.



Yet its anticolonial freedom movement, achieved through a unique philosophy of
non-violent civil disobedience under Mahatma Gandhi, coupled with its self-image
as a major global civilization, led to outsized global aims.

Body:
NAM


Under Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, India forged an ambitious global project
of Afro-Asian solidarity which by 1961 had evolved to become the Nonaligned
Movement (NAM) with the backing of Egyptian president Gamal Nasser and
Yugoslav president Josip Tito.



The NAM, founded on the principle of third world solidarity, opposed military
blocs, rejected colonialism, and advocated universal nuclear disarmament,
greater equity in global trade, and more foreign aid for poorer countries.



Though idealism undoubtedly played a major role in India's global normative push
by “speaking truth to power,” particularly in its early years, nonalignment was also
an attempt to enhance India's attractive power toward newly-freed developing
countries and thereby gain international status.



Indeed, lacking significant tools of hard power, this was an entirely logical strategy
for New Delhi to pursue.



However, India's vision of non-alignment (and consequently its global status) was
dealt a severe setback when India lost a war with China in 1962, a war that came as
a shock to its policymakers and damaged Nehru's domestic and global standing.



The NAM continued to add members through the subsequent two decades, but by
the 1970s was widely seen as losing its way and tilting too far toward the Soviet
bloc.
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End of cold war


With the end of the Cold War, Indian grand strategy shifted dramatically .



The historic suspicion toward the United States and an emphasis on economic
autarky was replaced with liberalization of its economy and a steadily increasing
level of partnership with Washington.



India continued to resist forging formal security alliances or joining any military
bloc, but by the time the Indo-US nuclear deal was finalized in 2008, Washington
had become New Delhi's closest strategic partner.



India's hope was to emerge as a major economy, with the assistance of the US, and
thereby multiply its international influence – eventually emerging as a global leader
in its own right.



Enhancing its role in international institutions such as the UN, the WTO and the
World Bank, was also a key part of this strategy.



India did grow substantially in its nearly three decades of reform, with key sectors
such as information technology (IT), automotive, and pharmaceuticals emerging as
major global successes.

CHALLANGES


However, growth rates never reached sustained and high enough levels as hoped.



Moreover, gains from its growth were highly unevenly distributed with the result
that India remains stuck at a low level of human development, for example in
energy access and health.



Thus, though India's imprint on the world stage has grown, it remains far less than
what its leaders aimed for.



Though its hard power has also increased, most significantly with the addition of a
nuclear triad, persistent military rivalries with China and Pakistan tend to tie its
military assets down and limit India's power projection to within its immediate
neighbourhood.



Such continuing hard power challenges have led to status-seeking as an even
more important activity for the Indian state to enhance its global influence.
Thus, it is hardly surprising that India continues to emphasize its soft power on the
international plane.





This includes declaring an International Yoga Day at the UN, enhanced scholarships
for students for developing countries to study at its universities, and repeated
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emphasis on its modern values of diversity and long-standing democracy and the
claim that its modest foreign aid projects (to African countries in particular) do not
seek hegemony or result in debt traps (often contrasting the latter two with
China).


Along with these initiatives, India has been active in helping lead the formation of
new international organizations such as the BRICS grouping comprising of key
emerging powers, the IBSA grouping of three major democracies, and the Asian
Infrastructural Investment Bank initiated by China.

Conclusion:
In today’s world we need concentrate more on SMART POWER which is combination
of both hard power and soft power to achieve our goals and there by enhancing our
status in the international relations
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28. Briefly explain about India-korea partnership and also
explore the possibilities of maritime cooperation between
two nations along with the challenges.

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION: IMPORTANCE OF RELATIONSHIP
 BODY: DISCUSS AREAS OF COOPERATION
 CONCLUSION: WAY FORWARD FOR IMPROVING RELATIONSHIP

Intro:


Relations between India and Korea have undergone major changes in recent
years. Since President Moon Jae-in announced the “New Southern Policy (NSP)”
in 2017, there have been significant changes in the South Korean government’s
relationship with the Indian government.



As part of a broader plan to bridge the gaps in terms of diplomatic, strategic,
trade and cultural ties with its neighbors, the South Korean government has
prioritized ties with India, widely viewed as a prominent power in South Asia.

Body:
India Korea relationship:


The Government of India and the Republic of Korea have developed a strong,
multi-dimensional partnership that spans issues ranging from economy and
security to energy and anti-terrorism.



Our two countries’ advocacy for an open, inclusive and free norms-based order
underscores the shared need for an inclusive security and economic system in
the Indo-Pacific region.



Trade and economic relations between India and South Korea have grown
significantly over the past decade, with annual bilateral trade reaching $21.5
billion in 2018 (over $20 billion for the first time ever).



In an attempt to improve bilateral economic relations, India and South Korea are
seeking to expand a comprehensive economic partnership agreement (CEPA),
with an ambition to increase bilateral trade to $50 billion before 2030. set cool
goals.
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Security and military cooperation:


After Indian Defense Minister Rajnath Singh’s visit to Seoul in August 2019, there
has been a strong perception within the Indian government that the strategic
partnership with the Korean government is growing.



Minister Singh’s visit yielded two agreements that will have a profound impact:
first, a commitment to expand logistical support to each country’s navies, and
an agreement to deepen defense education exchanges.



For some time now, India and South Korea have agreed to jointly produce and
export military equipment, improve information sharing, and increase
cooperation in the cyber and space domains.



In November 2019, the Indian Army introduced the K9 VAJRA-T 155mm/52, a
caterpillar self-propelled howitzer that has its roots in the South Korean
military’s main beam, the K9 self-propelled howitzer.



Two years ago, South Korean defense contractor Samsung-Techwin and India’s
Larsen & Toubro signed a sale agreement for 100 self-propelled artillery units. In
February 2020, 10 Korean companies participated in Def-Expo 2020.



Experts in India predict that efforts to jointly produce military equipment will in
particular stimulate strategic partnerships between the two countries.

Possibilities in maritime partnership:


Korea’s New Southern Policy reveals areas where maritime cooperation
between the two countries can be further developed.



These include shipbuilding (an area where India and South Korea already have
Memorandum of Understanding), joint capacity building, maritime realm
awareness, humanitarian aid and disaster relief, search and rescue, marine
pollution, anti-piracy, anti-terrorism and anti-trafficking , and prevention of
marine pollution.



Considering the differences with China, India focuses on the Lakshadweep
archipelago to the west and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands to the east, and
naval forces in coastal and island areas of the mainland. , has been exploring
ways to improve the capabilities of the Coast Guard and Air Force. For both of
these systems, Korea can make a significant contribution to capacity building.



Naval capacity enhancement is the fourth area of maritime cooperation between
India and the Republic of Korea.
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Under Project-75I (India), South Korean firm DSME’s response to the Indian
Navy’s Expression of Interest (EoI) for six state-of-the-art conventional
submarines has already thrilled Indian observers.



India’s state-owned company, Hindustan Shipyard limited, will also work with a
South Korean-nominated shipyard on a joint shipbuilding project.

Limitations:


The South Korean government appears reluctant to over-expand its naval forces
in the Indian Ocean.



In January 2021, after Iran took control of a Korean tanker in the Persian Gulf, it
dispatched a acclaimed anti-piracy unit to the Strait of Hormuz.



However, South Korean battleships have avoided anchoring in ports in the Indian
Ocean (the last time a Korean battleship visited an Indian port was in January
2017)



Another opinion is that India is not completely convinced that South Korea has
necessarily malicious political motives for China’s strategic expansion in South
Asia.



In the view of some South Korean scholars and policy makers, China’s growing
economic interests in the Indian Ocean justify a corresponding Chinese naval
presence in the region.



The Indian government’s proposal that South Korea could help reduce China’s
influence in the Indian Ocean is being received with skepticism from the South
Korean government.



Clearly, South Korea is eager to develop security relations with India, but this is
not to stifle Chinese power. The Korean government seeks a ‘strategic balance’
in Asia, but does not want conflict with any power.



The South Korean government is prepared to forge partnerships with India to
achieve its desired end state, but will cease militarily provocative moves in
coastal areas

Conclusion:


The partnership in the maritime domain between India and South Korea will
depend to a large extent on the United States’ willingness to continue to
contribute to Asia’s strategic security.



The US government could play a key role in facilitating partnerships between the
Indian and South Korean governments, making a significant contribution to
peace and stability in the Indo-Pacific region.
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29. India-Africa relations prospering on mutual respects & cooperations among others comment

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : BASED ON HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP
 BODY: DISCUSS AREAS OF MUTUAL COOPERATIONS
 CONCLUSIONS: CONCLUDE IN A OPTIMISTIC WAY

Intro:
India and Africa’s historical links and relations have experienced a revival in recent
years and both sides understand the fact that it is a win-win situation as growing
relations are mutually beneficial.

Body:
India Africa trade relations:

Trade and investment flow from the heart of economic diplomacy.



Due to its growing market size and ever rising rate of private consumption,
Africa has become a favourable destination for the private sector in India for
trade and investments.



India is Africa’s 4th largest trading partner, with the trade turnover of more than
$6.5 billion.

Economic opportunities


Over half a dozen countries in Africa are among the fastest developing
economies including Rwanda, Senegal, and Tanzania, making it one of the
growth pole of the world.



Real GDP in Africa in the past decade has grown almost twice. African continent
has a population of over one billion with a combined GDP of 2.5 trillion dollars,
which makes it a huge market.

Investments


The investment of India’s public and private sector enterprises are increasing in
Africa, making it the 8th largest investor in African.



There is a growing level of Indian investment in Africa like agriculture,
telecommunication and IT sectors.
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In June 2008, Bharti Airtel, an Indian telecommunications giant, purchasedZain
Africa for US$9 billion

Agriculture:
India-Africa agricultural cooperation currently includes institutional and individual
capacity-building initiatives such as –


the India-Africa Institute of Agriculture and Rural development in Malawi



Extension of soft loans, supply of machinery, acquisition of farmlands presence
of Indian entrepreneurs in the African agricultural ecosystem

Blue economy


Due to growing marine relations with Africa, one of the key initiatives of
economic diplomacy of India is blue economy for sustainable development of
marine resources.

International co operations


The strength of African numbers in trade negotiations at WTO, and their
collective bargaining power in concert with India and Brazil at the Doha Round.

Covid 19 help


India has also given ample amount of aid to Africa to fight the Covid-19
pandemic.



Under the Vaccine Maitri initiative, India supplied 24.7 million doses of Made of
India Covid vaccines to 42 countries in Africa.

10 guiding principles of Indian engagement in Africa.


Africa will be at the top of our priorities. We will continue to intensify and
deepen our engagement with Africa. As we have shown, it will be
sustained and regular.



Our development partnership will be guided by your priorities. We will
build as much local capacity and create local opportunities as possible. It
will be on terms that are comfortable to you, that will liberate your
potential and not constrain your future.



We will keep our markets open and make it easier and more attractive to
trade with India. We will support our industry to invest in Africa.
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We will harness India’s experience with the digital revolution to support
Africa’s development; improve delivery of public services; extend
education and health; spread digital literacy; expand financial inclusion;
and mainstream the marginalised.



Africa has 60 percent of the world’s arable land, but produces just 10
percent of the global output. We will work with you to improve Africa’s
agriculture.



Our partnership will address the challenges of climate change.



We will strengthen our cooperation and mutual capabilities in combating
terrorism and extremism; keeping our cyberspace safe and secure; and,
supporting the UN in advancing and keeping peace.



We will work with African nations to keep the oceans open and free for
the benefit of all nations. The world needs cooperation and competition in
the eastern shores of Africa and the eastern Indian Ocean.



As global engagement in Africa increases, we must all work together to
ensure that Africa does not once again turn into a theatre of rival
ambitions, but becomes a nursery for the aspirations of Africa’s youth.



Just as India and Africa fought colonialism together, we will work
together for a just, representative and democratic global order that has a
voice for one-third of humanity that lives in Africa and India.

Conclusion
The relations between India and African countries are driven and shaped by a number
of factors, in future it will definitely be a an important asset for india for achieving its
foreign policy goals in multiple areas.
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30. The Indian growth story in the past two decades has been
inspiring for several developing countries but now is the
time for India to become an inspiration for developed
countries. How India‟s rise can keep China‟s growing
influence in check?

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION: Discuss civilizational value difference between india and china
 BODY : Chinese dominance and india’s approach
 CONCLUSION: Way forward how to bulid a better world order

Intro:


The clash of ideas and cultures has been going on for centuries between the East
and the West. From the look of things in the years to come, it is quite possible
for the East to outpace the West in many aspects.



This would alter the course of history and geopolitics. The shift of centre of
power has been in the waiting for quite some time.



In the years to come, Asia is expected to regain its position as the foremost
economic power that it had lost after the industrial revolution three centuries
back. India and China are the engines of growth in 21st century.

Body:
Chinese developmental approaches and issues


China projects its aggressive efforts in the region — be it delivering crushing
blows to pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong, its treatment of Taiwan as
integral to the Chinese state, its hostilities along the LAC in Arunachal Pradesh
or building of artificial Islands and defence infrastructure development in South
China Sea — as the protection of its national interests rather than its attempt at
global dominance.



And it goes without saying that Beijing would do anything to keep the Western
powers from interfering in its Asian adventures. Several countries have already
dealt with the Xi Jinping regime’s aggressive policy of “bend the knee to Beijing
or face dire consequences” .



The continued dominance of China over the sea routes is also a great hindrance
to the expansion of trade for several ASEAN countries, which are forbidden from
taking trade routes through sea in the region.
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China‟s dominance in East Asia:


The Belt and Road initiative of China comes under Beijing’s signature foreign and
economic policy that President Xi Jinping had termed as “the project of the
century” in 2017.



China has been aiding infrastructure development in several Asian, African and
South American countries.



These strategic investments give China an edge in strengthening diplomatic ties
and much-needed support in a fast-changing world. Yet several nations see the
country’s aggressive approach to trade and its tactics as a threat.



The emergence of China as America’s rival in the domain of trade, defence and
new-age technologies is shaping the course of today’s geopolitics.



The US, despite sharing a complicated relationship with China, had bilateral trade
amounting to $657.4 billion in 2021.



The Chinese government holds a large chunk of US national debt with $1060
billion in treasury holdings, which is almost 14% of the total US debt and second
only to Japan’s share of 17%.



This approach aids the export-oriented China in selling its products at cheap
prices in the US market, which in turn also supports the value of the US dollar to
remain stable.

India‟s Chance to Fly:


The only answer to China’s growing dominance in the region is a strong, selfreliant India, which is now strengthening its position in the Indo-Pacific region.



Japan may be far ahead of India in several departments but India has the
advantage of its population and a large domestic market.



The country’s exports last year at $417 billion showed an upward trajectory but
the rising imports of $611.8 billion left a deficit of $192.24 billion.



The US-India bilateral trade has been showing a downward trend since 2019,
when it stood at $146.1 billion.



The US trade with India dropped to 18% to $122 billion in 2020. According to the
United States Census Bureau, the trade between the two countries totaled an
estimate of $113.3 billion last year.
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If one considers India’s vast national market and the way the Indian economy is
faring despite trials and tribulations, the picture looks promising in terms of
economic growth in the future.



Currently, India ranks sixth in the list of countries with the highest total value of
GDP. Although, Indian government’s dream of becoming a $5 trillion economy by
2025 may remain distant, the growth will continue at a more or less similar pace
if no ‘out of the box’ economic reforms are adopted to further boost the
economy.



The Indian growth story in the past two decades has been inspiring for several
developing countries but now is the time for India to become an inspiration for
developed countries.



This will be a huge challenge for the second most populous country in the world,
which is still struggling to contain mass poverty and unemployment.



If truth be told India is like two sides of a coin which are never similar — one side
may be shining: India of ultra-rich and all-conquering business tycoons, but the
other side shows a grim reality: poverty-stricken India of the deprived.

Indian trade relations:


India’s trade relations with developed countries are vital as the country has
begun working on its future endeavours — the most fruitful of which can turn
out to be clean energy production.



The leaders in India understand the economical and political consequences of
the growing Chinese influence and the geopolitical tensions that are arising due
to its regional dominance.



The Indian government has been looking at economic stability during these
tough times. A few pending FTAs with the US, the European Union and the UK,
can certainly change the game greatly.



The US economic cooperation for Asian countries — especially for India — can
further help keep China’s rise in check. A stable and strong New Delhi can be the
right answer to counter China or at least restrict its aspiration of territorial
sovereignty beyond its borders.



Those holding power in New Delhi are well aware of the aforementioned
consequences of Chinese dominance.
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The country is working to create a more favourable environment for foreign
investors, especially for those who are spurning China to set their moorings in
India. China finds itself amid a web of problems in these tough times as the
country battles a fresh outbreak of covid-19 infections with the most stringent
lockdowns.

Faltering China:


A worrying sign for China is the increasing number of investors exiting the
Chinese market and seeking newer pastures. That’s where India’s chances to
consolidate further lie.



India has already outgrown several Asian countries and if it can leverage this
advantage there will be no stopping for the nation which will have the largest
workforce in the world by 2030.



While the challenges that China will face in this decade —one of which an
economist has called “baby bust” — are the aging population and the “credit
bubble” that the nation has created with its increasing debt levels. China had
been warned by the IMF of its dangerous debt levels in 2017.

Conclusion:


As more and more American corporations continue to source raw material from
India and considering the efforts from both sides to further strengthen
economic ties, evidently the two countries are headed in the right direction.



This is all a result of the germination of sentiment in the US to limit the growing
dependence on China for its domestic needs. These are all signs of the shifting
structure of the global economy and India’s chance to fly above the Red Dragon
in the years to come.
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GS PAPER – III
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
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31. Conservation and improvement of the productivity of
indigenous breeds of India is the need of the hourComment.

APPROACH
 Introduction: Give an introduction about Indigenous breeds of India
 Body: explain why there is an urgent need to protect them with government
initiatives
 Conclusion: Conclude with forward outlook

Intro:
As per the 20th Livestock Census, the total Livestock population in the country
showing an increase of 4.6% over Livestock Census-2012.
The total number of cattle in the country has shown an increase of 0.8 %. The increase
is mainly driven by a sharp increase in cross-bred cattle and higher female indigenous
cattle population.
A decline of 6% in the total indigenous cattle population has been observed. India’s
indigenous cattle numbers continue to decline, notwithstanding the government’s
efforts to promote conservation of desi breeds through the Rashtriya Gokul Mission
(RGM).
The sharpest fall has been observed in the states (Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Maharashtra, etc.) with tough cow slaughter laws.

Reasons:
1. Due to higher yields, foreign breeds constitute more than half the population of
milch animals.
2. The more the number of animals that produce milk, the more would be pressure
on land and fiercer would-be competition between man and animals for survival.
3. Nearly 75% of total cattle in the country are female cows, a clear sign of dairy
farmers' preferences for milk-producing cattle. This also gained momentum in
the past couple of years due to the government's assistance in terms of
providing sex-sorted artificial insemination (AI), with semen of high-yielding
bulls, free of cost at farmers' doorstep.
4. Growing population, changing lifestyles, expanding urbanization and accelerated
climate changes are creating new challenges in Bovine breeding systems.
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5. Due to continued focus on exotic germplasm based cross breeding, the number
of indigenous breeds with better adaptability, disease-resistance and feed
efficiency ratio is declining. The situation is made worse by unregulated blood
levels in the crossbred progeny, in attempts to increase milk yield
indiscriminately.
Hence it is the need of the hour to conserve and improve the productivity of Indian
indigenous breeds.

Way Forward
e- PashuHaat”, the e-market portal for bovine germplasm which provides real time
data on availability of high-quality germplasm along with identification and traceability
of germplasm sold through e-market, connecting breeders, State agencies and stake
holders.
In the past, the challenge was to ample feed, but now it is to provide essential
nutrients to promote health especially reproductive health; and in the future, the
challenge would be to provide optimal nutrients based on an animal’s genetic profile
and productivity. Along with challenges, the developments in science are creating
new avenues for tackling the challenges.
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32. Price Deficiency Payment (PDP) is a better alternative to
Minimum Support Prices (MSP). Do you agree?

APPROACH
 Introduction: Define MSP and PDP
 Body: Analyse the problems and challenges associated with the minimum
support price compare the effectiveness of MSP Vs PDP
 Conclusion: Conclude with forward outlook
MSP is the minimum price paid to the farmers for procuring food crops. For
calculating MSP, the CACP considers factors such as cost of production, change in
input prices, market price trends, demand and supply, and a reasonable margin for
farmers.
Under Price Deficiency Payment, farmers are proposed to be compensated for the
difference between the government-announced MSPs for select crops and their
actual market prices

MSP Vs PDP
The key benefit from the price deficiency payment is that it will reduce the need for
the government to actually procure food crops, transport and store them and then
dispose of them under PDS. The difference between the support and market prices
can instead simply be paid in cash to the farmer.
Price deficiency payment can also keep India’s bill on food subsidies under check.
India’s food subsidy schemes have frequently come under the WTO scanner.
In recent years, the government has been seeing the accumulation of large food grain
stocks in its godowns over and above the buffer requirement. This entails storage and
wastage costs that add on to the subsidy bill.
The PDP system may be more effective than MSPs at ensuring that cropping patterns
in India respond to consumer needs. It may also ensure that more farmers actually
benefit from price support.
The current MSP system has many flaws. First, its reach is limited, in terms of both the
crops and the geographical area it covers. Though every year MSPs are announced for
20-plus crops before the sowing season begins, actual procurement at MSP is
restricted to a few crops such as paddy and wheat. This has led farmers to excessively
focus on the crops with assured procurement. The country’s cropping pattern has
been skewed in favour of rice and wheat in the last three decades, leading to reduced
sowing of coarse cereals.
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Monoculture also results in soil degradation and makes crops susceptible to pest and
weed, leading to higher usage of chemical fertilisers and pesticides.

Way Forward
The price deficiency system may incentivise farmers to diversify beyond the
conventional cereals. The crops with effective MSPs such as rice, wheat and
sugarcane, where support prices are effective now, are also water-intensive
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33. Analyse the problems and challenges associated with the
minimum support price and the effectiveness of MSP.

APPROACH
 Introduction: Define MSP and PDP
 Body: Analyse the problems and challenges associated with the minimum
support price compare the effectiveness of MSP Vs PDP
 Conclusion: Conclude with forward outlook
The minimum support price (MSP) is an advisory price signal that is part of a larger set
of agricultural policies in parts of India. This informal "support" price is recommended
by the government and aims to safeguard the farmer to a minimum profit for the
harvest while at the same time increasing food security in the country.
A central government committee report states that only 6% of the country's farmers
take advantage of MSP. Currently, 22 crops are being procured under MSP. These 22
crops include paddy, wheat, sorghum, millet, maize, moong, groundnut, soybean,
sesame, and cotton.
The MSP that the government fixes on crops buys crops from farmers at the same
price. Statistics show that the government did not buy even half of wheat and paddy
yield in the last five years.
According to the Food Corporation of India (FCI), only 33% of paddy were purchased
by the government. Whereas 36% of the wheat was purchased by the government.
The price of any crop decided by the central government remains the same all over
the country. This is also a major reason why the farmers are not able to get the benefit
of the MSP, because the cost of cultivation varies across states Apart from the cost,
production output varies too.
The central government decides the MSP upon the basis of the average expenditure.
It is also a state matter. The state governments have the right to increase the MSP
according to their parameters.
The government declares MSPs for crops, but there’s no law mandating their
implementation. Farmers cannot demand it as a matter of right. The government buys
wheat and paddy at their MSPs to supply the PDS’s foodgrain requirements.
1. The National Food Security Act, 2013 (NFSA) provides a legal basis only for the
public distribution system (PDS) that earlier operated only as a regular
government scheme.
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2. The CACP, in its price policy report for the 2018-19 kharif marketing season, had
suggested enactment of a legislation conferring on farmers ‘The Right to Sell at
MSP’. But the proposal was not accepted.
The last Agriculture Census (2015-16) showed that 86% of all land holdings were small
and marginal (less than 2 hectares). These are such small plots that most farmers
dependent on them are net buyers of food.

Way Forward
The increase in MSP for Kharif Crops is in line with the Union Budget 2018-19
announcement of fixing the MSPs at a level of at least 1.5 times of the All-India
weighted average Cost of Production (CoP), aiming at reasonably fair remuneration
for the farmers.
The price deficiency system may incentivise farmers to diversify beyond the
conventional cereals. The crops with effective MSPs such as rice, wheat and
sugarcane, where support prices are effective now, are also water-intensive
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34. Why fertilizer subsidy reform is important? Explain its
impacts on agriculture sector and government‟s expenditure

APPROACH
 Introduction: Define fertilizer subsidy
 Body: explain the importance of fertilizer sector reforms and its impacts on
agri sector and government’s expenditure
 Conclusion: Conclude with forward outlook
India is the 2nd largest user of fertilizer in the world, after China.
Urea is highly subsidized which makes up 70% of all fertilizer used in India. The
government sets low price for each quintal of urea, which buyers (farmers) pay to the
retailer (fertilizer shops).
These retailers are the last-mile touch-points that sell fertilizer to farmers on a
commission basis. A retailer is given a license by the state government on the basis of
pre-defined selection criteria. The gap between this sale price and the cost of
producing the urea is paid by the government to the manufacturer
At present India follows a “no-denial” policyi.e anybody, including non-farmers, can
buy any quantity of fertiliser through POS machines.
There are 3 basic types of fertilisers used 1) Urea, 2) Diammonium Phosphate (DAP),
and 3) Muriate of Potash (MOP).

Challenges in fertiliser subsidy
1. Rising amounts of fertiliser subsidy in the budget and their financially
sustainability
2. Extremely low prices of Urea (N) leading to imbalanced use of N, Phosphate (P)
and Potassium (K)
3. Misuse of urea, like diversion to neighbouring countries and its use for nonagricultural purposes
4. Lack of investment flows to the sector at home, leading to rising imports
Now, the government is working on a plan to limit the number of subsidised fertiliser
bags that individual farmers can buy in any cropping season. It is suspected that a lot
of black marketing is happening and it can be curbed by implementing purchase cap.
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Being super-subsidised, urea is always prone to diversion for non-agricultural use — as
a binder by plywood/particle board makers, cheap protein source by animal feed
manufacturers or adulterant by milk vendors — apart from being smuggled to Nepal
and Bangladesh.
The central government controls the MRP of urea and set at a low level, without any
relation to the production cost and distribution. Manufacturers getreimbursed for the
shortfall in realisation from sales via the subsidy on a ‘unit-specific’ basis under the
new pricing scheme (NPS). The MRP is kept unchanged even as all cost escalations are
absorbed by raising the subsidy.
In the case of P and K fertilisers, there is ‘uniform’ subsidy on per nutrient basis for all
manufacturers under the Nutrient Based Subsidy (NBS) Scheme. They are free to fix
MRP, but are expected to reflect the subsidy.
In the past, Dr Hanumantha Rao committee (1998) and the Expenditure Reforms
Commission (2000) had recommended that the policy dispensation for urea be
brought on a par with that for P and K fertilisers

Way forward
The time has come to consider paying farmers a flat per-acre cash subsidy that they
can use to purchase any fertiliser. This is, perhaps, the only sustainable solution to
prevent diversion and also encourage judicious and efficient application of fertilisers,
with the correct level of nutrient combination aligned with proper soil testing and
crop-specific requirements.
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35. Explain the factors affecting the competitiveness of Indian
Dairy Sector

APPROACH
 Introduction: Give an introduction about India’s Dairy Sector
 Body: Explain the factors affecting the competitiveness of Indian Dairy Sector
 Conclusion: Conclude with forward outlook
Dairy farming is a growing sector in India but still, it has some issues. First of all, dairy
farmers said the government does nothing for them and the rates of feeds and other
products are so high.

Demand conditions
Demand for dairy products in India is likely to grow significantly in the coming years,
driven by more consumers, higher incomes and greater interest in nutrition.
Consumption of processed and packaged dairy products is increasing in urban areas.
In many parts of the country, people still prefer unpacked and unprocessed milk
delivered by a local milkman because of its taste and the perception of freshness. The
price elasticity for milk is high, thus demand for milk is very sensitive to price changes.

Market structure
Until 2000s, cooperatives traditionally were the dominant players in the formal sector.
With liberalization of the dairy industry, private investment has increased quite
significantly. However, the organized sector’s share in milk procurement is very low
because a large proportion of the milk and milk products are sold through the
informal channel

The quality of animals
Despite being the world’s largest milk producer, India’s productivity per animal is very
low, at 987 kg per lactation, compared with the global average of 2038 kg per
lactation.

The low productivity
Is a result of ineffective cattle and buffalo breeding programmes, limited extension
and management on dairy enterprise development, traditional feeding practices that
are not based on scientific feeding methods, and limited availability and affordability
of quality feed and fodder.
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Animal health and breeding services provision
Veterinary infrastructure development and vaccinations are the responsibility of the
state government. These services have traditionally been provided for free or at a very
subsidized rate.

Scarcity of fodder resources
It is likely to be a major constraint in the development of the dairy sector unless
adequate measures are undertaken to augment them. Another important issue
regarding feed is the lack of regulations to ensure quality. In the absence of a
coherent policy, all kinds of substandard feeds are available in the market.

Formal/informal credit:
Lack of access to credit to expand the herd is a critical problem for farmers. There is
little access to formal credit through the cooperatives. Informal credit is available
from private traders and agents of private companies, but the interest rate is very
high.

Way Forward
Dairy has a lot of potential to improve rural incomes, nutrition and women
empowerment, and hence is a very critical area for investment. A well-developed
industry will enable millions of farmers to capitalize on the emerging opportunities
and make a significant impact on rural incomes.
On the flip side, weak efforts towards dairy development also can have a significant
but negative impact on the dairy industry. The growth rate has been sluggish over the
past few years. With an increase in demand on one hand andsluggish supply on the
other, there is a likely shortfall in demand in the coming years
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GS PAPER – III
INTERNAL SECURITY
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TOPIC: ORGANIZED CRIME
36. Human Trafficking continues to adversely influence global
harmony and security, disrupting economies and
compromising the well-being and security of all countries
including India. What are the measures taken by
Government of India to Prevent and Combat Human
Trafficking?

APPROACH



Briefly introduce Human Trafficking
Discuss how Human Trafficking continues to influence global harmony and
security.
 Analyse the measures taken by Government of India and Suggest measures
that can be taken.
Intro:
 Conclude with the way forward.
 As per International LabourOrganisation, Human Trafficking is defined as
the forced trade of humans for the purpose of commercial sexual exploitation,
forced labour, organ donors, etc.It is a modern form of slavery thereby denying
the most basic human rights available to humans.

Has COVID contributed to rising in Trafficking?
As per UNHCHR (United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights), COVID
has increased the vulnerability of women and children due to a rise in poverty levels,
loss of income, and gaps in the security net to protect them
against Human Trafficking.

Data - as per UNODC (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime)
1.

80% of Human Trafficking involved sexual exploitation.

2.

19% involved labour exploitation.

3.

$32 Bn global industry.

4.

6L to 8L people are trafficked every year.

5.

43% of the victims are trafficked inside the country.

Present Mechanism to fight Human Trafficking


Legal Measures


Constitutional Measure - Article 23 provides for the Prohibition of traffic in
human beings and forced labour.
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ITPA, 1956 [Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act] is the primary legislation to
convict crimes related to Human Trafficking.



Section 370 of IPC has been amended through the Criminal Law Amendment
Act, 2013 to include Section 370 and Section 370A for a comprehensive
investigation mechanism against Human trafficking.



States have also passed laws to address human trafficking cases.

Institutional Measures


Anti-Human Trafficking Units (AHTUs) have been established in each state on
the basis of the directive of the MHA (Ministry of Home Affairs).



NIA (National Investigation Agency) also looks at Human Trafficking cases
due to the cross-border terrorism angle.

International / National Initiative


Blue Heart Initiative of UN for generating awareness against Human
trafficking.



UN GIFT (United Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking) was
launched in 2007 (to mark 200 years since the abolition of the trans-Atlantic
slave trade). It aims to bring convergence in the fight against trafficking.



India has ratified





the United Nations
Crime (UNCTOC).



the SAARC Convention on Preventing and Combating Trafficking in
Women and Children for Prostitution.

Convention

on

Transnational

Organized

India and Bangladesh have constituted a task force to combat cross-border
human trafficking.



Ending all forms of Human trafficking remains a key pillar in Indo-US
partnership.
 Ujjawla scheme aims to put an end to the trafficking of children and women.
The objective of the scheme is to prevent, rescue, rehabilitate, reintegrate,
and repatriate victims trafficked for commercial sexual exploitation.
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Challenges/ Concerns
1.

Reducing Rate of Conviction: The conviction rate has declined from 28% (2016) to
10% (2020).

2.

Lack of Robust and strong mechanism to investigate Human trafficking cases:
There are loopholes in the current legislative mechanisms which the accused
exploits to go scotfree.

3.

Increased vulnerability: Trafficking in Person’s report 2021 (by the US state
department) has warned about an increase in cases of human trafficking.

4.

Lack of coordination amongst states to jointly pursue cases of anti-human
trafficking: This has also led to an increase in the rate of acquittal.

5.

Lack of data for evidence-based policy making: Data is not collected and
maintained at the level of AHTUs.

6.

Evolving nature of trafficking is a challenge: The MHA has confessed to not
collecting separate data on trafficking through cyberspace.

7.

Low investment on part of legal aid results in very few survivors having access to
compensation. The condition of Rehabilitation is not comprehensive enough for
integrating the victims back into society.

Way Forward




Bring the Trafficking in Persons (Prevention, Care and
Rehabilitation) Bill, 2021


Transgenders have been included as a separate category.



Provides a comprehensive investigation mechanism to ensure the accused is
punished for one's crime against society.



Exploitation’s definition has been increased.

Inter-state convergence




More such events as ‘ The Regional Consultation to Combat Human
Trafficking ‘ should be organised for joint action against human trafficking.

International efforts


The best practices of countries like ‘Nigeria’ must be emulated to effectively
target trafficking in humans.
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Extradition treaties must be signed and implemented in spirit so that accused
can be brought to swift justice.

Rehabilitation Amount and Conditions


Proper care must be given to the infrastructure and facilities provided to
such homes for the effective rehabilitation of the victims.



NGOs like Shakti Vahini and Prajwala’s help can be taken in this regard.

Conclusion:
The issue of Human trafficking is at the heart of national security due to its linkages
with terrorism and organised crime. This form of modern slavery can be tackled only
through joint efforts. The recent move by 6 states is a right step in this direction.
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TOPIC:BASICS OF CYBER SECURITY
37. The spywares like Hermit and Pegasus have raised concerns
around the issue of surveillance in India. Do you think
surveillance is a necessary evil to tackle crime and terror?
Discuss the various arguments on the issue.

APPROACH




Start with explaining the meaning of surveillance and recent issues related to it.
Discuss how surveillance is necessary and why it is evil.
Conclude with the way forward.

Intro:
Surveillance means close observation of a person or group, especially the one who is
under suspicion or the act of observing or the condition of being observed. Recent
controversy regarding Pegasus spyware has fuelled the debate related to cyber
surveillance in India.
A list of persons allegedly targeted by Pegasus spyware was released by a multiorganisational investigation involving news organizations, cybersecurity specialists,
and Amnesty International. The list includes over 1,000 Indians, including at least 40
journalists, several members of Parliament.

Need of surveillance in India to tackle various issues:
1. Countering Terrorism: Surveillance is a necessary tool for maintaining the
sovereignty, integrity, and security of the State and it helps in the prevention
and investigation of crimes. Though other measures like secrecy are also
present, surveillance has proved much more effective in halting criminal
activities.
2. Dealing with the challenges of digital era: The functional scope of surveillance
has gained significance with massive digitalisation, where other traditional
measures tend not to work for curbing crime. Surveillance is now part of
governance, doubling up as an early-warning system against security threats
and a behaviour-moderating system of social management and control.
3. Dealing with economic offences: Illegal activities like money laundering, tax
evasion, smuggling etc. employ various layers of financial transactions which can
be flagged through analysis of financial data, creating a need for effective
surveillance.
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Rationale behind surveillance
1. Countering organized crime: Social media has become a tool for facilitating
organized crime i.e. to commit and provoke extremism, money laundering,
violence and crime.
2. Neutralizing terrorist activities Surveillance would help in countering possible
terrorist activities by offering better information on potential terror attacks.
3. Curbing fake news: Fake news is a new challenge for law enforcement agencies
as many lynching incidents reported in 2018 were triggered by fake news being
circulated through Whatsapp and other social media sites.

However, surveillance has been termed as an evil due to
following factors:


Right to privacy and free speech: Surveillance systems impact the right to
privacy and the exercise of freedom of speech and personal liberty under
Articles 19 and 21 of the Constitution.



Absence of oversight: Due to lack of parliamentary or judicial oversight,
electronic surveillance gives arbitrary power to the executive to exert undue
influence on the individuals under surveillance.



Violates due process of law: When surveillance is carried out by the executive, it
curtails Articles 32 and 226 of the Constitution as it happens in secrecy. Thus, the
affected person is unable to show a breach of their rights and most of the time
even remains unaware about such surveillance.

In this context, following safeguards can be introduced:


Role of Judiciary: The judiciary is competent to decide whether specific instances
of surveillance are lawful, proportionate, whether less onerous alternatives are
available, and to balance the necessity of the government’s objectives with the
rights of the impacted individuals.



Awareness campaigns: There is a need to have awareness campaigns to make
people aware about identifying and avoiding incidents that might lead to
personal and corporate data being compromised.



Decentralised system: Tracking systems have to be made decentralised and
open-source, and should be designed in such a way that data is shared without
any privacy breach.

Conclusion:
Though surveillance is critical to national security in the era of ICT, care must be taken
to address concerns related to Right to Privacy, which has been upheld as a
fundamental right by the Supreme Court.
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TOPIC: THE LINKAGE BETWEEN ORGANIZED CRIMEAND
TERRORISM
38. The Darknet and Dark Web allows users to access the
internet anonymously and is often used to host websites that
support several criminal and terrorist activities. Examine
the defensive measures against this sophisticated misuse.

APPROACH





Briefly introduce dark web and darknet.
Examine how these can be an ideal platform for planning and coordinating
dangerous criminal and terrorist activities.
Suggest measures that can be taken to tackle the misuse.
Conclude accordingly.

Intro:
The terms "dark net" and "dark web" are occasionally used interchangeably, but with
subtle differences in meaning. Dark net is a network built over the Internet whereas
dark web refers to websites on a darknet.
The Dark web is that part of the World Wide Web (WWW) that is only accessible by
means of special software, allowing users and website operators to remain
anonymous or untraceable. It is also known as the invisible or the hidden web.
The anonymous chat rooms and communication services on the dark web make it an
ideal platform for planning and coordinating dangerous criminal and terrorist
activities.
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Facilitates Illegal Activities: A large portion of the activity which takes place on the dark
net is illegal. The dark net offers a level of identity security that the surface net does
not.
1. Dark net is the virtual equivalent of a black market.
2. Criminals looking to protect their identities in order to evade detection and
capture are drawn to this aspect of the dark net. For that reason, it's
unsurprising that a number of notable hacks and data breaches have been
associated with the dark net in some way or another.
3. Terrorist activities: Terrorist organisations like the ISIS extensively use the dark
web to carry out their nefarious activities like spreading propaganda, recruiting
and radicalising, or raising funds more secretly.
4. Counterfeiting: WHO warned people against the sale of counterfeit Covid-19
vaccines, particularly on the dark web. Fraud services like fake vaccines have the
potential to exploit the huge unmet global demand for Covid-19 vaccines
criminally.
5. Money laundering: Itis done via encrypted transactions on the dark web.
Cryptocurrency mixing systems such as SmartMixer or Dark Wallet are a primary
instrument of money laundering used by criminals active in the dark web and
seeking anonymity.
6. Drug trafficking: The Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) unearthed three major
drug markets as it busted a pan-India drug trafficking network that used the
dark web and cryptocurrency to courier narcotics at home.
7. Ransomware: Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS) has become a franchise offered
through darknet marketplaces, allowing aspiring cybercriminals to take part in
this dubious economy.
8. Data breaches: Domino's India data breach (2021) involved sensitive information
of around 18 crore orders released on the dark web for sale as a searchable
database.
In India, accessing the dark web is not illegal. But because of the clandestine nature of
the dark web, many state and local law enforcement agencies are generally unaware
of its existence and its capacity for engendering crime in their jurisdictions. Therefore,
following measures must be taken to tackle the misuse of dark web:
1. Training and capacity building: Initiating more and better training to equip
officers to identify dark web evidence and activity and creating special
investigation units with advanced knowledge of dark web.
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2. Research on crime connections: Researching the increasingly connected nature
of crime to help law enforcement recognize and address both highly visible
traditional crime and the less-visible crime on the dark web.
3. New forensic standards: There is a need to develop new standards for forensic
tools to collect dark web evidence on computers.
4. New laws for package inspection: Researching ways to modernize laws
facilitating inspection of packages shipped by mail or other services.
5. Information sharing: The multi-jurisdictional nature of the crimes on the dark
web requires improved information-sharing among agencies, both domestically
and internationally.
6. Awareness generation: Raising awareness of the dark web among state and
local authorities.

Conclusion:
It is easier for authoritarian regimes to block access to the dark web, however,
democratic countries like India have to consider protection of privacy and free speech
before taking any drastic step. The reality of the dark web is much more complicated,
requiring a nuanced approach from supervisors and law enforcement agencies to
thwart activities that are considered illegal and immoral in free societies, all the while
protecting the very real benefits of an anonymized network.
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TOPIC: SECURITY CHALLENGES IN BORDER AREAS
39. In what ways does the physiography of India pose a
challenge to its counter-terrorism eﬀorts? What can be done
to deal with these challenges?

APPROACH





Identify features of physiography of India along its land and sea borders, that
become the entry points of terrorists and their host locations – one may use
physical map of India
Relate these geographical features with the vulnerability of these borders to
terrorism and hampering of counter-terrorism eﬀorts
Discuss steps that can be taken to overcome these barriers

Intro:
The physiography of India is marked by diverse features, most prominent being its
long land and maritime borders. Vast coastline, rugged terrain, specifically forests, and
international borders have eﬀectively aided terrorist groups in various parts of India.
Multiple challenges to counter-terrorism eﬀorts emanate from various geographical
features and climatic variations discussed in the table as per markings given on figure:
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Issues Related to Border Management
1. Porosity of borders
2. Contested International borders
3. Inefficiency in Border management
4. Lack of critical infrastructure
5. Poor intelligence and resource efficiency
6. Ethnic conflicts and separatist movements
7. Over-population in the border areas

Schemes such as the Border Area Development Programme,
following steps can be taken to deal with physiographical
challenges:
1. Fencing and flood lighting, with periodic maintenance, along India's all land
borders, as has been done along Punjab and Rajasthan's international borders.
2. Construction of strategic border roads and Border Out-posts for better patrolling.
3. Deployment of hi-tech e-surveillance equipment like Night Vision Devices,
Handheld Thermal Imagers, Unattended Ground Sensors etc. as proposed under
Comprehensive Integrated Border Management System (CIBMS) and
implementing it along all land borders.
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4. Special trainings for coastal security forces and state police personnel in
maritime activities.
5. UAVs can aid the border security by surveilling in inaccessible and difficult
locations.

Border development & Government initiatives:


Implementation of Comprehensive Management System (CIBMS) to establish an
integrated security system.



Deploying National Security Guard (NSG) commandos in J&K to fortify counter
terror operations by training J&K police and other paramilitary forces.



Creating infrastructure to cut down time for troop movement such as DholaSadiya bridge.



Development of North East Region



Army infrastructure projects within 100 Km of LAC have been exempted from
forest clearance.



Delegation of administrative and financial powers to the Border Roads
Organisation (BRO) to expedite border road construction.

Conclusion:
Beside these infrastructural mechanisms, updating of border agreements with all
neighbouring nations, to ensure sustainable peace, is indispensable.
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TOPIC: SECURITY CHALLENGES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT IN
BORDER AREAS: COSTAL SECURITY
40. Explaining India's enduring coastal vulnerabilities, discuss
what are "critical gaps” in the coastal security architecture
of India and how are they being plugged for improved nearseas security.

APPROACH





Introduce by writing India’s long coastline and need for coastal security.
Write what kind of coastal vulnerabilities Indian Coastal regions face.
Write the critical gap and measures taken for improving coastal security.
Conclude by writing the importance of coastal security.

Intro:
India has a coastline of 7517 km. By 2016, 95 per cent of India’s trade by volume and 68
per cent of trade by value come via the Indian Ocean. To keep this trade safe and
avert the incidences like 2008 Mumbai terror attack, coastal security should be priority
in India’s national security agenda. Though maritime agencies have initiated a number
of steps but we still need to improve surveillance and crisis response capabilities.

Coastal Vulnerability of India
Recent cases of sailing boat drifted close to the Mumbai harbor or foreign ship hit a
fishing boat off the coast of Thiruvananthapuram and easily fled authorities revealed
the of systemic flaws in the country’s maritime security system. India faces the
following coastal vulnerabilities:


Unauthorised access of vessels through sea using commandeered fishing boats



Capture of vessels carrying high value goods and hostage crisis due to actions of
pirates at High Sea.



Increasing infiltration through creeks by terrorists due to strict land border
management.



Attack on offshore installations



Port security



Threat to industries etc



smuggling of arms and narcotics, human trafficking
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Illegal-unreported and unregulated fishing, climate-induced crises and maritime
pollution

„Critical gaps‟ in Coastal security of India


Under-utilization of patrol boats and cumulative shortfall (over 90 percent) in
the patrolling efforts and decline in physical check.



Delays in the creation of shore-based infrastructure and only 31% of
infrastructure has been created, For ex- Jetties under Coastal security scheme
yet to be constructed



Manpower shortages as only 25% of the sanction ‘persons in position’



Unspent funds and inadequate utilization of fund.



Delays in land acquisition and support infrastructure, such as barracks and staff
quarters, were yet to be constructed at several locations



State administrations have not responded suitably to the needs of littoral
security. For ex- In Andhra Pradesh only 6 out of 21 coastal police station have
their own premise.



Involvement of large number of maritime agencies leading to overlapping
functions.



Threats such as the smuggling of arms and narcotics, human trafficking, Illegal,
Unreported and Unregulated fishing, climate-induced crises and maritime
pollution have received less attention.



Flawed regulatory architecture that governs port operations



Gaps between human surveillance and satellite surveillance



Absence of a comprehensive commercial maritime security policy.

At present three-tier security arrangement with the Indian Navy (IN), the Coast Guard
(ICG) and the marine police, jointly safeguarding India’s maritime zone. Still, we need
to make efforts to strengthen coastal security.

Measures to improve the coastal security in India


Improved surveillance and interagency coordination: India need broader and
more efficient surveillance coverage. Beyond expediting the installation of
coastal radar chains and Automatic identification system station for broader
information access.
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Stronger involvement of coastal police: The authorities must move to
strengthen and better integrate the coastal police into the littoral security
architecture and state police agencies must be encouraged to leverage their
unique access to fishermen and local communities, facilitating the flow of vital
human intelligence. Ex- upgradation of Coastal Security Police in Andhra
Pradesh.



Need for a legislative framework: Comprehensive legislations must be enacted
to place systems and processes for the protection of India’s maritime
infrastructure, covering both the shipping and port sectors, statutory duties of
various authorities must be laid down.



Oil spill counter measures: Port capabilities must be augmented in accordance
with the Oil Spill Contingency Plan. Expeditious containment response to limit
ecological damage. Equipment, resources and personnel must be stockpiled at
one or more suitable locations to mobilize within the shortest period.



Strengthening of the Coast Guard: strengthened to play a leadership role in
coastal security. Indian Navy must gradually divest control to the Coast Guard
that is now ideally equipped to play a central role in coordinating and managing
coastal waters.



National Commercial Maritime Security Policy Document: articulating the
strategic vision for maritime security. The security architecture must include all
agencies involved in coastal security, including the Ministry of Shipping, Director
General Shipping, Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry of Fisheries, Intelligence
Bureau, Ministry of Defence, Indian Navy, Indian Coast Guard, State Police, port
authorities and civilian agencies.

Conclusion:
Despite implementing layered security architecture in the littoral seas and Integrated
Underwater HarbourDefence and Surveillance System (IUHDSS), Indian security
agencies are yet to develop the capability to fully monitor and control developments
in the near-seas. Regulatory deficit in important areas, such as the security of ports
and oil and gas infrastructure, maritime pollution and the prevention of crime and
illegal fishing in coastal waters needs to be filled.
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GS PAPER – III
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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41. What is meant by NTN (Non Terrestrial network)? Why
there is a need for NTN and also discuss the concerns
regarding using NTN for communication purpose?

APPROACH
 Introduction: define what is meant by non-terrestrial network
 Body: give of short note regarding NTN and its advantages
 Conclusion: conclude by writing about the challenges faced in implementation
of NTN based communication

Introduction
NTN has become an umbrella term for any network that involves non-terrestrial
flying objects. The NTN family includes satellite communication networks, high
altitude platform systems (HAPS), and air-to-ground networks.

Different ways for providing NTN services
The Non Terrestrial services is possible through satellites (LEO,MEO,HEO) ,
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS), HAPS (high altitude platform system).

What are the advantages of NTN:


Extending coverage to locations without any terrestrial coverage – in addition
to providing connectivity to those rural communities with currently no or little
access to the Internet, industries operating in remote areas such as mining, oil
and gas exploration, not to mention research stations, could also benefit from
a significant increase in both coverage and capacity.



Mission critical services – natural disasters such as earthquakes or tsunamis
often render traditional network infrastructure inoperable at the most critical
time. Quickly restoring the terrestrial network is generally not possible and
may even take weeks or months given the nature of the disaster. Thus the
immediate use of satellites and drones to support critical communications
could provide essential respite and save numerous lives.



Providing reliability and resilience – one of the three pillars of the 5G system is
Enhanced Mobile Broadband and this called upon networks to not only provide
super-fast connections but for these connections to be available whenever and
wherever we go.
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Few challenges in deployment of NTN


Technical challenges: there are multiple possible network routing paths
because satellites communicate with each other in a constellation, and
additional communication with moving aircraft and airborne base stations
would essentially create a dynamic mesh network. Among the challenges
influenced by the large distances are delay, large Doppler shifts from rapidly
moving satellites, signal attenuation and handovers between terrestrial and
satellite links.



Regulatory and legal challenges: current terrestrial cellular networks are
“typically deployed so that they provide coverage within a single country only,
fulfilling the associated regulatory obligations for that specific country.



Satellite-based radio systems may, however, cover multiple countries or cover
international waters.”
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42. Trace India‟s development in space technology in the last 50
years.

APPROACH
 Introduction: start by writing about the history of India’s space programme
 Body: give a detailed notes on various steps taken by ISRO for the development
of space science
 Conclusion: conclude by writing about the dream of ISRO

Intro:
Space is the first global platform for observing the earth.
During the period of 1960s space technology was considered as field for developed
nations.
India was the front runner nation from developing countries to enter the space age
in such an early period.

Space technology for nation‟s development
Vikramsharabhai’s statement-”To us there is no ambiguity of purposes We do not
have the fantasy of competing with economically advanced nation in exploration of
moon or the planets or manned spacecraft ”


The period of 1970 was very crucial as it was considered as the decade of
success for Indian space science under SathishDawan.



India’s Jhabhua communication development programme is an best example.
Here the communication technology was used to promote self-reliance by
using local resources among the tribal community.



India’s important satellite development program

Throughout the years, ISRO has upheld its mission of bringing space to the service
of the common man, to the service of the Nation. In the process, it has become one
of the six largest space agencies in the world.




ISRO maintains one of the largest fleet of communication satellites (INSAT)
and remote sensing (IRS) satellites, that cater to the ever growing demand for
fast and reliable communication and earth observation respectively.
To achieve complete self reliance in terms of these applications, it was
essential to develop cost efficient and reliable launch systems, which took
shape in the form of the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV).
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The Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV) was developed keeping in
mind the heavier and more demanding geosynchronous communication
satellites.



Apart from technological capability, ISRO has also contributed to science and
science education in the country. Various dedicated research centres and
autonomous institutions for remote sensing, astronomy and astrophysics,
atmospheric sciences and space sciences in general function under the aegis of
Department of Space.

The vision of ISRO
“Harness space technology for national development, while pursuing space science
research and planetary exploration.”
Keeping this above mentioned statement as mission ISRO is playing a leading and
exemplary role in development of nation.
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43. How LIFI is going to replace the WIFI and create a new era
of wireless communication. Analyze.

APPROACH
 Introduction: write the need for LIF
 Body: write in detail about working principle of LIFI
 CONCLUSION: Conclude by writing about how LIFi is going to be a game changer

What is mean by LIFI?
LiFi is one of the newest communication technologies that aim to improve upon
current technology by making use of visible light communication as opposed to the
radio waves used by WiFi. LIFI stands for light fidelity
Its introduction actually serves a dual purpose as it aims to provide overhead
illumination to households as well as facilitate the transfer of data.

How does liFi works?
LiFi makes use of visible light through overhead lighting for the transmission of data.
This is possible through the use of a Visible Light Communications (VLC) system for
data transmission. A VLC system has two qualifying components:
At least one device containing a photodiode in order to receive light signals; and
A light source equipped with a signal processing unit for the transmission of signals.
The VLC light source can be in the form of a fluorescent bulb or a light emitting
diode (LED). LED light bulbs are the most optimum VLC light source.
LED is also a semiconductor, which implies that it can amplify light intensity and
switch rapidly. This is an important quality to look for in a VLC light source because
LiFi relies on the constant stream of photons emitted as visible light for the transfer
of data.
current as well as the optical output is modulated at extremely high speeds, making
it detectable by the photodiode device and converted back into electrical current,
but unperceivable by the human eye.
Once these signals are received and demodulated, they can now be converted into
a continuous stream of binary data that contain videos, images, audio, text, or
applications that are readily-consumable on any internet-enabled device.
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Why we need for LIFI?
Current WiFi technology already uses light travelling along fibre optic cables. Yet,
the last few metres of wireless network connectivity into our home or office are still
primarily delivered via radio waves.
As more and more devices connect to the internet, the space for radio frequencies is
becoming over saturated. This is known as spectrum crunch. In the near future,
there may not be enough wireless bandwidth to support growing consumer
demand.
By using light for these last few metres of connectivity, LiFi opens up 1,000 times
more bandwidth than using radio waves alone.

Application of LIFI technology


Since light cannot penetrate through walls and doors, LiFi could be significantly
more secure than other wireless technologies.



It could also be useful in places where Wi-Fi is a problem due to interference,
such as hospitals and aircraft.



Dense urban environments by their nature tend to have complete artificial
lighting coverage. This lighting infrastructure can provide always available high
data rate access for users as they move through that environment.

For example, along a hotel corridor or reception hall a number of users can receive
high data rate downloads at any point. Moreover, high speed wireless
communication would be available in every room since the light waves do not
propagate through walls. This results in interference-free wireless communication,
and spectrum does not have to be shared among a large number of users in the
rooms.


Car headlights and tail lights are steadily being replaced with LED versions. This
offers the prospect of car-to-car communication over LiFi, allowing
development of anti-collision systems and exchange of information on driving
conditions between vehicle.
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44. What is meant by gravitational lensing? How did Einstein‟s
relativity theory helped in understanding gravitational
lensing concept?

APPROACH
 Introduction: define gravitational lensing
 Body: correlate between the Einstein relativity theory and gravitational lensing
 Conclusion: conclude by writing how supportive the gravitational lensing effect
in observing distinct galaxies

Intro:
The phenomenon of gravitational lensing occurs when a huge amount of matter,
such as a massive galaxy, cluster of galaxies or a black hole, creates a gravitational
field that distorts and magnifies the light from objects behind it.
Gravitational lensing effect is a best example for Einstein relativity theory
“Gravitational lensing” an evidence for Einstein relativity theory
According to Einstein’s general theory of relativity, time and space are fused
together in a quantity known as spacetime.
Within this theory, massive objects cause spacetime to curve, and gravity is simply
the curvature of spacetime. As light travels through spacetime, the theory predicts
that the path taken by the light will also be curved by an object’s mass.
Gravitational lensing is a dramatic and observable example of the Einstein’s theory in
action.
The more massive the object, the stronger its gravitational field and hence the
greater the bending of light rays - just like using denser materials to make optical
lenses results in a greater amount of refraction.

How gravitational lensing is used?
Gravitational lenses act like natural cosmic telescopes.
The effect allows researchers to study the details of early galaxies too far away to be
seen otherwise with even the most powerful space telescopes.
Hubble makes use of this magnification effect to study objects that would otherwise
be beyond the sensitivity of its primary mirror.
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Hubble's sensitivity and high resolution allow it to see faint and distant gravitational
lenses that cannot be detected with ground-based telescopes whose images are
blurred by the Earth's atmosphere.
These gravitational lenses were first time discovered by hubble space telescope.
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45. What is D2M technology, and how could it change your
mobile behaviour?

APPROACH
 Introduction: give an appropriate definition for D2M technology
 Body: write about the principle of technology and how it’s going to support the
consumers
 Conclusion: conclude by writing the steps taken by government

Intro:


Direct to Mobile technology refers to broadcast video and other forms of
multimedia content directly to mobile phones, without needing an active
internet connection.

What is direct-to-mobile broadcasting?
The technology is based on the convergence of broadband and broadcast, using
which mobile phones can receive terrestrial digital TV. It would be similar to how
people listen to FM radio on their phones, where a receiver within the phone can tap
into radio frequencies.


Using D2M, multimedia content can also be beamed to phones directly.



The idea behind the technology is that it can possibly be used to directly
broadcast content related to citizen-centric information and can be further
used to counter fake news, issue emergency alerts and offer assistance in
disaster management, among other things.

How this technology is going to advantage the consumers?


Consumers would be able to access multimedia content from Video on
Demand (VoD) or Over the Top (OTT) content platforms without having to
exhaust their mobile data and at a nominal rate.



For businesses, one of the key benefits of the technology is that it can enable
telecom service providers to offload video traffic from their mobile network
onto the broadcast network, thus helping them to decongest valuable mobile
spectrum.



This will also improve usage of mobile spectrum and free up bandwidth which
will help reduce call drops, increase data speeds etc.
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Steps taken by Indian government to facilitate D2M technology


The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) has set up a committee to study
the feasibility of a spectrum band for offering broadcast services directly to
users’ smartphones.



Band 526-582 MHz is envisaged to work in coordination with both mobile and
broadcast services.
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46. What is meant by open source network? List the policy of
GOI regarding open source network?

APPROACH
 Introduction: define open source network
 Body: write in detail about the technology
 Conclusion: conclude by writing about the steps taken by Indian government

Intro:
The term open source refers to something people can modify and share because its
design is publicly accessible. The idea of making source code freely available
originated in 1983 from an ideological movement
Open Source Software: Open source software (OSS) is software that is distributed
with its source code, making it available for use, modification, and distribution with
its original rights.
OSS typically includes a licence that allows programmers to modify the software to
best fit their needs and control how the software can be distributed.

Government policy regarding open source network

€

€



The Government of India had issued a Policy on Adoption of Open Source
Software in 2015.



Free and Open Source Software for Education (FOSSEE) Project: It is a project
promoting the use of open source software in educational institutions.



It does that through instructional material, such as spoken tutorials,
documentation, such as textbook companions, awareness programmes, such
as conferences, training workshops, and internships.



The government has also made the android version of the AarogyaSetu app
open source.



Promoting OSS is a part of GovTech 3.0.



GovTech 3.0 is focused on Open Digital Ecosystems (ODEs), the underlying
philosophy suggests that the government should focus on creating the “digital
commons”.
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47. What is meant by Net Neutrality? List out the various steps
taken by Indian government in achieving net neutrality

APPROACH
 Introduction: Define net neutrality
 Body: write about various policy of net neutrality
 Conclusion: write way forward

Intro
Net Neutrality is the idea that Internet service providers (ISPs) should treat all data
that travels over their networks fairly, without improper discrimination in favour of
particular apps, sites, or services.
It means ensuring that all end users are able to access the internet content,
applications and services at the same level of service quality, speed and price, with
no priority or degradation based on the type of content, applications or services.

Net neutrality adopted by different nations
Net Neutrality has different nuances specific to a country depending on its social,
political, and economic conditions. Accordingly, each country adopts different
responses to the issue.

Need for net neutrality
Open and non-discriminatory access to the Internet has led to rapid growth in
people-topeople, business-to-people and government-to-people communications
shaping new forms of social interactions, businesses, and governance
Without net neutrality, ISPs can slow down the websites or services of small
businesses that can’t afford to pay for the so-called fast lanes.
ISPs shouldn’t be able to block content or slow down web pages just because they
don’t like them. With no net neutrality legislation, nothing stops them from
censoring online content.
Net neutrality guarantees that everything on the internet is available to everyone. If
accessing high quality content online becomes a luxury, this will increase social
exclusion and decrease equal access.
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Policy adopted by India for net neutrality
Net Neutrality in India are at present mainly enforced by TRAI. TRAI has backed the
basic principles of an open and free internet in its recommendations on Net
Neutrality (2017).
Discriminatory treatment of content is prohibited. Internet access services should be
governed by a principle that restricts any form of discrimination or interference in
the treatment of content.
Internet of Things (IoT), as a class of services, is not excluded from the scope of the
restriction on nondiscriminatory treatment. However, critical IoT services, which
could include telemedicine, B2B services will be automatically excluded.
TRAI has also recommended a watchdog along the lines of BARC India for enforcing
Net Neutrality.
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48. What is meant by post modern Agriculture? In present
scenario how is going to support the future of farmers and
also sustainable production of primary goods

APPROACH
 Introduction: define about post modern agriculture
 Body: write the role of technology in agriculture sector’s growth
 Conclusion: write a way forward regarding usage of technology in Sustainable
development of Agriculture

Intro:


Postmodern Agriculture makes use of most modern technology and integrates
modern management methodologies; it is also involved with producing
agricultural products of high economic value.



The types and techniques of post-modern agriculture are fairly wide in scope.



The choice of agricultural products, improvements to nurturing methods,
considerations for health and safety and the marketing of produce are all
within such scope.



Postmodern agriculture needs to be scientifically propelled. Biotechnology,
nanotechnology, Artificial Intelligence, remote sensing, communication
technology and such frontier disciplines will promote resource-efficiency.

Need for post modern agriculture


Postmodern agriculture, which is based on the concept of agricultural
sustainability, opposes monoculture production models. Its core is entrenched
in the proclamation of the Second Green Revolution, also known as the
Evergreen Revolution.



Genetic homogeneity has been detrimental to nutrition while enhancing
vulnerability to biotic and abiotic stresses.



Climate-smart agriculture, permaculture, regenerative agriculture, biodynamic
cultivation, vertical farming, and hydroponics are further small-scale
approaches.
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Way forward


United Nations (UN) Ecosystem Restoration Decade of 2021-2030, which calls
for adopting revolutionary reforms toward a green recovery that fosters
resilient production and consumption systems.



A comprehensive evaluation of various sustainable agriculture programmes
and techniques, as well as their acceptance by farmers.



To preserve sustainable agriculture and enhance resource efficiency, the
agricultural industry will require scientific advancements and cutting-edge
technologies.
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49. Give a brief note on India‟s moon missions and it‟s
importance. And also write about the chandrayaan 3 project.

APPROACH
 Introduction: begin with India lunar exploration
 Body: write about the various lunar missions of India
 Conclusion: conclude by writing about the upcoming project
India's lunar exploration journey began with a maiden mission Chandrayaan-1 in
2008 and a second mission in 2019. While the 2008 mission was a success, the 2019
mission Chandrayaan-2 failed to land successfully on the lunar surface.


The main objective of the first mission was to conduct chemical and
mineralogical mapping of the entire lunar surface for distribution of mineral
and chemical elements.



The objective of second mission Moon provides the best linkage to Earth’s
early history. Evidence for water molecules discovered by Chandrayaan-1
requires further studies. It will also study new rock types with unique chemical
composition.



Recently Chandra's Atmospheric Composition Explorer-2 (CHACE-2), a mass
spectrometer onboard Chandrayaan-2 mission, has made the first-of-its-kind
observations of the global distribution of Argon-40 in the lunar exosphere.



Chandrayaan 3 would be a mission completion project of chandrayaan 2 which
an attempt to ‘soft land’ on moon



The chandrayaan 3 will use the orbiter of chandrayaan 2 hence the payload of
launch vehicle can be reduced.
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50. Write about the project LIGO and its importance. Also write
the contribution of India in this project.

APPROACH
 Introduction: write about project LIGO and its purpose
 Body : give a brief note about the project and its importance
 Conclusion: conclude by writing about LIGO-India

Intro:
Project LIGO was designed for direct detection of gravitational waves predicted by
Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity.
It is being operated at two sites in US (Washington and Louisiana). Also, there are 3
LIGO’s sisters’ facilities: Virgo in Italy, GEO600 in Germany and KAGRA (Kamioka
Gravitational wave Detector) in Japan and LIGO- India.


LIGO use laser interferometry to measure the minute ripples in space-time
caused by passing gravitational waves from cataclysmic cosmic events such as
colliding neutron stars or black holes, or by supernovae.



Interferometers are investigative tools that work by merging two or more
sources of light to create an interference pattern, which can be measured and
analyzed.



They are often used to make very small measurements that are not achievable
any other way.



Unlike optical or radio telescopes, LIGO does not see electromagnetic radiation
(e.g., visible light, radio waves, and microwaves) as gravitational waves are not
part of the electromagnetic spectrum.



LIGO isn't round and can't point to specific locations in space: Since LIGO
doesn’t need to collect light from stars, it doesn't need to be round or dishshaped.

Project LIGO in India



In 2016, central government had given approval to LIGO-India (a Joint India-US
detector) for research on gravitational waves.
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) - India is a
planned advanced gravitational-wave observatory to be located in India as part
of the worldwide network, whose concept proposal is now under active
consideration in India and the USA. LIGO-India is envisaged as a collaborative
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project between a consortium of Indian research institutions and the LIGO
Laboratory in USA, along with its international partners.


Major operations required for LIGO India has been distributed among the four
lead institutions: Directorate of Construction Services and Estate Management
(Mumbai), Raja Ramanna Center for Advanced Technology (Indore), the
Institute for Plasma Research (Gandhinagar), and the Inter-University Centre
for Astronomy and Astrophysics (Pune).



Project will be funded by Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) and Department
of Science and Technology (DST).
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GS PAPER – III
ENVIRONMENT
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TOPIC: ENVIRONMENT DESTRUCTION
51. What are heat waves and explain how heat waves are
defined in India and its impact on human health?

APPROACH
 Intro : Define Heat waves
 Body: Explain Heat waves and its impact on human health.
 Conclusion: Way forward

Intro:
Heat Wave is a period of abnormally high temperatures, more than the normal
maximum temperature that occurs during the summer season in the North-Western
parts of India. Heat Waves typically occur between March and June, and in some rare
cases even extend till July. The extreme temperatures and resultant atmospheric
conditions adversely affect people living in these regions as they cause physiological
stress, sometimes resulting in death.
The Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) has given the following criteria for Heat
Waves:


Heat Wave need not be considered till maximum temperature of a station
reaches atleast 40°C for Plains and atleast 30°C for Hilly regions



When normal maximum temperature of a station is less than or equal to 40°C
Heat Wave Departure from normal is 5°C to 6°C Severe Heat Wave Departure
from normal is 7°C or more



When normal maximum temperature of a station is more than 40°C Heat Wave
Departure from normal is 4°C to 5°C Severe Heat Wave Departure from normal
is 6°C or more



When actual maximum temperature remains 45°C or more irrespective of
normal maximum temperature, heat waves should be declared.

Health Impacts of Heat Waves


Rapid rises in heat gain due to exposure to hotter than average conditions
compromises the body’s ability to regulate temperature and can result in a
cascade of illnesses, including heat cramps, heat exhaustion, heatstroke, and
hyperthermia.
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Deaths and hospitalizations from heat can occur extremely rapidly (same day),
or have a lagged effect (several days later) and result in accelerating death or
illness in the already frail, particularly observed in the first days of heat waves.
Even small differences from seasonal average temperatures are associated
with increased illness and death. Temperature extremes can also worsen
chronic conditions, including cardiovascular, respiratory, and cerebrovascular
disease and diabetes-related conditions.



Heat also has important indirect health effects. Heat conditions can alter
human behavior, the transmission of diseases, health service delivery, air
quality, and critical social infrastructure such as energy, transport, and water.

Conclusion:
Higher daily peak temperatures and longer, more intense heat waves are becomingly
increasingly frequent globally due to climate change. India too is feeling the impact of
climate change in terms of increased instances of heat waves which are more intense
in nature with each passing year, and have a devastating impact on human health
thereby increasing the number of heat wave casualties.
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TOPIC : AGRICULTURE
52. Dryland farming is agriculture dependent upon the vagaries
of weather, especially precipitation. In its broadest aspects,
dryland farming is concerned with all phases of land use
under semiarid conditions. In the light of this, enumerate
various dryland farming techniques to improve productivity
of dryland farming areas.

APPROACH
 Intro : Write about Dry Land Agriculture
 Body: Enumerate various dryland farming techniques practiced.
 Conclusion: Conclude with a para on importance of these Dryland farming
techniques.

Intro:
Dryland Agriculture refers to cultivation of crops entirely under natural rainfall
without irrigation. It is a form of subsistence farming in the regions where deficit of
the soil moisture retards the growth of water consuming crops like rice (Oryza sativa),
sugarcane etc. Dryland areas are characterized by low and erratic rainfall and no
assured irrigation facilities. Dryland agriculture is important for the economy as most
of the coarse grain crops, pulses, oilseeds, and raw cotton are grown on these lands.
Dryland areas receive rainfall between 500 and 1200 mm.

Body:
The following farming technology is needed to enhance agricultural production in
dryland areas.
1. Timely preparatory and seeding operations including conservation of stored soil
moistures.
2. The use of improved crop varieties should be done which can withstand stress.
For moisture conservation in the soil, deep tillage, surface cultivation and
stubble mulching need to be practiced. Deep tillage is required to break plough
soles and layers because repeated ploughing over centuries has resulted in the
growth of hard compacted layers which restrict infiltration and movement of
water and penetration of water.
3. Conjunctive use of rainfall, surface and ground water.
4. Harvesting of water for use in dry periods. Watershed a natural hydrological unit
is a good device for water harvesting. Proper watershed management can stop
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not only further degradation of ecosystem, but degraded lands can also be
restored.
5. Soil conservation by contour bunding, terracing, land sloping and land levelling
and also by practicing conservational tillage (zero tillage and minimum tillage).
6. Practice of drip irrigation to save water.
7. Lining of canals to minimize water loss.
8. Agronomic practices like mixed cropping and crop rotation which increase the
yield of crops need to be practiced.
9. Integrated nutrient management need to be practiced with special emphasis on
use of bio-fertilizers to maintain the soil fertility.
10. Integrated weed management and integrated pest management need to be
adopted to control weeds and pests, respectively.
11. For the non-farm operation dryland areas have to be supplemented with nonform occupation like animal husbandry, fisheries, poultry, social forestry and
cottage for the development of these areas.
12. Alley cropping, pasture management, tree farming, silvi-pastoral management
systems and agro-horticultural system which are more relevant to dryland
situations have to be adopted for successful dryland farming system.

Conclusion:
Dryland areas constituting more than two-third of total arable lands in India are the
chief contributor of pulses, oilseeds, coarse grain crops and cotton. Drylands also
contribute significantly to wheat and rice production. Therefore, it is the need of the
hour to adopt and practice the available dryland technology to maximum extent for
the enhancement of agricultural production in these areas which would not only
boost the food grain production of the country but would also improve the economic
status of farmers in these areas.
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53. Biofertilizers are the basic inputs of nutrients for
sustainable and organic farming. Discuss the advantages of
Biofertilizers in promoting sustainable agriculture.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write a short note on Biofertilizers.
 Body: Discuss various advantages of Biofertilizers in promoting sustainable
agriculture.
 Conclusion: Conclude with a short para on the importance of using
biofertilizers.

Intro:
Biofertilizer is a substance that contains living organisms which is used to increase the
fertility of the soil. It improves the growth of the plant by increasing the content of
the soil and thereby increasing the availability of a variety of nutrients to the host
plant. It is preferred over chemical fertilizers because it causes very less pollution.
Also, it does not allow pathogens to flourish. Various biofertilizers are Rhizobium,
Azotobacter, blue-green algae (BGA).

Body:
The biofertilizers has special contribution to agriculture due to the following
advantages:


Biofertilizers act as supplements to chemical fertilisers.



Biofertilizers are cost-friendly and can aid to decrease consumption of such
fertilisers.



Microbes in biofertilizers provide atmospheric nitrogen directly to plants.



They aid in solubilisation and mineralisation of other plant nutrients like
phosphates.



Better synthesis and availability of hormones, vitamins, auxins and other growthpromoting substances improves plant growth.



On an average crop yield elevates by 10–20 percent by their use.



They help in the multiplication and survival of beneficial micro-organisms in the
root region (rhizospheric bacteria).



They control and inhibit pathogenic soil bacteria.
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They enhance soil texture by increasing amount of humus and maintain soil
fertility.



Eco-friendly in nature and pollution free.

Conclusion:
Biofertilizers are more cost-effective as compared to chemical fertilizers .Over the
years, chemical fertilizers have helped farmers increase crop production to meet the
increasing demand. However, the overuse of these fertilizers is harmful because they
cause air and water pollution; and also deplete minerals from the soil. Therefore,
there is a need to now switch to organic farming which involves the use of
‘Biofertilizers’
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TOPIC: DISASTER MANAGEMENT
54. Drought is a normal, recurrent feature of climate and occurs
in all climatic regimes and is usually characterized in terms
of its spatial extension, intensity and duration. In this light,
discuss the causes and consequences of Drought.

APPROACH
 Intro : Write a note on Drought
 Body: Discuss the causes and consequences of Drought.
 Conclusion: Conclude with a short para on need to mitigate the effects of
Drought.

Intro:
Droughts are outcome of variability of climate. Though drought causes little structural
damage and has slow onset, it is considered as natural hazard. Drought in India is
related to both scarcity of rainfall and water resource management. IMD defines
Drought as situation occurring in any area when mean annual rainfall is less than 75%
of the normal rainfall.

Body:
Causes for drought


Failed monsoon rains are the primary reason for the drought in India. More
than a billion people depend on the annual Indian summer monsoon, which
brings copious rain to large swathes of India between June and September.
When it fails, and most of the country is plunged into drought.



The usual suspect is El Niño, a recurring climate event during which abnormally
warm equatorial Paciic waters pull moisture-laden clouds away from the Indian
subcontinent.



However, 10 out of 23 droughts that India faced in the past century have
occurred during years when El Niño was absent.

Consequences of Drought


Economic consequences include lower agricultural, forests, game and ishing
output, higher food-production costs, lower energy-production levels in hydro
plants, losses caused by depleted water tourism and transport revenue,
problems with water supply for the energy sector and for technological
processes in metallurgy, mining industries and disruption of water supplies for
municipal economies.
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Lower surface and subterranean water-levels, lower low-levels (with a
decrease below the minimum leading to direct danger for amphibian life),
increased pollution of surface water, the drying out of wetlands, more and
larger fires, higher deflation intensity, loss of biodiversity, worse health of
trees and the appearance of pests and dendroid diseases.



Social costs include the negative effect on the health of people directly
exposed to this phenomenon (excessive heat waves), a possible limitation of
water supplies, increased pollution levels, high food-costs, stress caused by
failed harvests, etc.



This explains why droughts and freshwater shortages operate as a factor
which increases the gap between developed and developing countries.

Conclusion:
From scientific hydrology to traditional methods of water conservation, innovation in
the field of water management is long overdue. Money should be pumped into
ecological researches and mass scale debates need to be conducted on possible
solutions such as pan India inter-linkage of river bodies and lakes.
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TOPIC: POLLUTION
55. Most effective way to control air pollution is to speed up our
transition to cleaner fuels and industrial processes. Justify

APPROACH
 Intro : Write about Air pollution and its impacts shortly
 Body: explain hoe shifting to cleaner fuels and industrial processes reduces air
pollution
 Conclusion: Conclude with a short para on the importance of cleaner fuels and
pollution free environment

Intro:
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), each year air pollution is
responsible for nearly seven million deaths around the globe. Nine out of ten human
beings currently breathe air that exceeds the WHO’s guideline limits for pollutants,
with those living in low- and middle-income countries suffering the most.
Most air pollution comes from energy use and production.
“Burning fossil fuels releases gases and chemicals into the air.” And in an especially
destructive feedback loop, air pollution not only contributes to climate change but is
also exacerbated by it. Air pollution in the form of carbon dioxide and methane raises
the earth’s temperature.

Body:
By switching over to renewable energy sources (such as wind and solar power),
maximizing fuel efficiency in our vehicles, and replacing more and more of our
gasoline-powered cars and trucks with electric versions, we'll be limiting air pollution
at its source while also curbing the global warming that heightens so many of its
worst health impacts.
India is taking many significant steps in responding to this problem. The Government
of India is envisaging a revision of its the ambient air quality standards and has
strengthened vehicular and industrial emission standards in recent years. A strong
emphasis on expanding renewable energy, promoting electric vehicles, and supplying
LPG cooking fuel to millions of households are some examples of the actions India is
taking to combat air pollution.
In 2020, based on the recommendations of the 15th Finance Commission, the
Government of India has set aside about $1.7 billion to fight air pollution over the next
five years for the 42 Indian cities that have million-plus populations – provided they
reduce their air pollution levels by 15 percent every year. This is the world’s first
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performance-based fiscal transfer funding program for air quality management in
cities.
Due to its convergence with climate change, India has already put in motion many of
the essential “sector transitions” needed in air quality management. For example,
India is spearheading a solar-energy revolution. Today, 60 percent of Delhi Metro’s
daytime energy requirement is being met through solar power from the 750 MW
Rewa Solar Project in Madhya Pradesh, reducing its dependence on coal, as well as
saving over $170 million on its energy bill over the next 25 years.
What’s more, a study by the World Bank and the International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA) show that focusing on air pollution through a clean air
pathway out to 2030 could bring about significant climate change co-benefits for
India. Such a pathway, for example, will reduce India’s CO2 emissions by 23 percent by
2030, and 42 percent by 2040-50. In fact, most of the policy measures and
management practices are well-known. If pursued, they have the potential to reduce
India’s air pollution within a single generation.

Conclusion:
Air quality management is an ongoing process. It needs to be integrated into the
capabilities of the government, as well as incorporated into the behavior of
businesses and individuals. This requires sufficient funding and a sustained focus on
building capacity.
The good news is that many other countries have demonstrated that air pollution
control is possible when there is strong commitment and a well targeted and costeffective plan in place.
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